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Violence Mars Christmas
Celebration For Americans
For millions around the world, Christ- rolls, Christmas cookies and pecan pie
mas was the quiet, traditional holiday of with ice cream.
gift giving, church and a day at home. But
The President also went skiing on the
the holiday, like any other day,also had its snowy slopes in Vail, Colo, where the
extremes of joy and sorrow.
family is vacationing.
In East Vincent Township, Pa., five
The snow was less enjoyable for many
persons, including three children, were others. Storms in Illinois and Indiana
found slain in their home on Christmas created hazardous driving conditions.
morning. In Tennesee, four persons were There was also a rare White Christmas in
killed and two wounded in a gun battle.
parts of Texas and rain or freezing rain in
Another three persons were killed in an
much of the rest of the country.
apparent robbery in a furniture store in
It was the kind of day to stay inside, but
Florida on Christmas Eve. More than 100 not everyone seemed happy to do so. At the
died in automobile accidents during the state prison in Concord, N.H., some 140
holiday.
inmates demanded that another 20 conIn Bayonne, N.J., two persons were
victs in solitary confinement be allowed
killed in a fire early Christmas Day. A
out for a Christmas meal and, when the
blaze Christmas Eve took the lives of three
demand was refused, staged a five-hour
children in Cheltenham, Md. Another fire
rebellion.
destroyed two sound stages and caused $3
They took several prison employes
million damages at the Samuel Goldwyn hostage, but the hostages escaped with no
studios in Los Angeles on Christmas Day.
There were also events beyond the ordinary on the joyful side of Christmas.
Marietta van Dorp, wife of a Dutch
banker, gave birth to quadruplets in
London. Jenny Jones, a 3-year-old Korean
orphan, spent her first Christmas in her
new American home after her adoption
Two Kentucky women have been killed
was held up for more than a year by red
in Christmas Day traffic accidents.
tape. Her adoptive mother called Jenny's
Sue Frances Shaffer, 19, of Russellville,
arrival on Christmas Elie "a miracle."
died after her car ran off Kentucky 431
The average family's Christmas was far
seven miles south of her home town in
less miraculous. Typical, though they are
Logan County,State Police said.
not a typical family, were the Gerald
Mrs. Lillie Mae Byers, 70, of Jefferson
Rudolph Fords, residents of the White
County, died after she was struck by a car
House, Washington, D.C.
in her front yard,County Police said.
President and Mrs. Ford and their three
Police said Jackie Bailey, 24, also of
sons, daughter and daughter-in-law
Jefferson County, was charged with public
opened gifts after a breakfast of pancakes, intoxication and failure to stop and render
sausage and scrambled eggs. Their aid.
traditional dinner included roast turkey,
A funeral for Mrs. Byers, a native of
mashed potatoes and gravy, green peas Leitchfield, will be held Sunday in Leitwith pearl onions, cranberry sauce, salad, chfield, with burial at Caneyville.

Two Die On
State Highways

serious injuries. The inmates also set fires
that left half the cells unusable.and the
kitchen and dinning hall heavily damaged.
Statepolice were called in and fired tear
gas, forcing the riotous prisoners into a
courtyard where they faced near zero
temperatures before returning to their
cells.
Another prisoner, Patricia Hearst, the
newspaper heiress awaiting trial on bank
robbery charges, joined in a party with
other inmates at the San Mateo County
Jail in California. She and the other
women were given gifts such as perfume
and toiletries from the Service League of
San Mateo but were not allowed other
gifts.

Cloudy and Cold
Cloudy arid cold tonight, with a chance
few snow flurries, lows around 20. Partial
clearing and cold Saturday, with highs in
the low and mid 30s. Mostly cloudy and a
little warmer Sunday but a risk of a
shower. Chances of measurable
precipitation are 20 per cent tonight.
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ONE INJURED—Thomas W. Nance, Route Three, was treated and released at the Murray Calloway County Hospital after being injured in an automobile accident early this morning according to state police. The one-car accident occured
east of Murray on Highway 94.
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Investigated
By Police
Murray City Police reported investigating a burglary Wednesday at the
home of Gleoda Sommer, 109 North 14th,
according to department reports.
Taken was about $1,000 in stereo
equipment and records, investigating
officers said.
- Also investigated was the theft of a
wallet, owned by Robert Baer, valued at
about $325, according to police.
Four arrests were made Thursday for
assault, all steaming from family
arguments. according to officers. Three of
the arrests were from one family dispute,
and the fourth was from a separate family
argument.
Police also reported that warrants are to
be taken in a hit-and-run automobile accident which happened over the holiday,
but declined to reveal any names pending
the taking of the warrants.

Ford To Tackle Official
Business Before Skiing
VAIL,Colo.(AP)— President Ford says
he plans to tackle a ration of official
business before spending more time on the
ski slopes at this Rocky Mountain resort.
The President helped his family
demolish a 22-pound Christmas turkey on
Thursday. Then, with about four inches of
fresh powder snow on the ground, he spent
some three hours on the slopes, winding up
somewhat out of breath arid confessing he
was tired.
"It was hard work today," he told
reporters. But he added that he felt great.
Press Secretary Ron Nessen said Ford
would begin receiving today the analyses
of 19 bills passed by Congress in the final
days of the 1175 session. The bills are
awaiting Ford's signature. The bills were
studied by his counsel's office back in
Washington.
On one of his final runs down Vail
Mountain on Thursday, the President said
he expected to spend about three hours a
day handling bills and other business
before he returns to the White House next
Tuesday.

Newsmen and photographers were
posted at intervals down one of the intermediate trails on the 11,000-foot
mountain for a Christmas look at the
President's skiing technique. Three
reporters also were allowed to ski part of
the way with him and they jointly coneluded he rates as an advanced intermediate skier.
Ford himself reported he's doing better
than ever before, that he wasn't winded
and that his legs were in good shape. But
the President was doing some huffing and
puffing as he pulled up beside one group of
reporters.
The chief executive did admit to falling
once,"through carelessness."
For Ford, it was a family Christmas
with wife, three sons, daughter and
daughter-inlaw gathering to open gifts
after breakfasting on pancakes, sausage
and scrambled eggs. The turkey dinner
kept them at home in the evening for the
first time since the President's arrival at
Vail Tuesday afternoon.

Jefferson Circuit Judge Expected
To Win Nomination For Judgeship

WHITE CHIUSTMASP—The closest Murray came to a white Christmas was a very slight accumulation of snow both
Thursday morning and this morning
Stai Ph010 b'
y Davie ein

WASHINGTON (AP) — As the choice of
Kentucky's two Republican congressmen,
a Jefferson Circuit Court judge is expected
to win nomination to a federal judgeship in
the Western District of Kentucky
President Ford has been asked to
nominate Jefferson Circuit Judge Richard
A. Revell to fill the vacancy that will be
created next month when U.S. District
Judge James F. Gordon becomes a senior
judge with limited duties.
While several other names have been
sent to the White House for consideration,
Revell, 44, a Republican, was the choice of
the two GOP congressmen. Reps. Gene

Snyder and Tim Lee Carter.
Carter and Snyder, who have disagreed
over previous nominations, indicated they
were working together because of the need
to fill the vacancy, and Carter said
Thursday be anticipates quick action by
the White House.
"They will need a federal judge there
soon, and they need the best men
available," Carter said."Judge Revell has
outstanding credentials,"
Revell served as a Juvenile Court judge
in Jefferson County from 1963 to 1970, and
was appointed in early 1971 to a common

pleas division of Jefferson Circuit Court
Later that same year, he was appointed
to the chancery branch of Jefferson Circuit
Court, and was re-elected to that post in
1972 and again this year.
In 1972, the Kentucky Court of Appeals
upheld Revell's ruling on the constitutionality of the state's electionregistration reform act. Rulings by Revell
allowed construction of Louisville's
downtown pedestrian mall and the Galt
House hotel on the city's riverfront
Revell is a Male High School graduate
and 1957 University of Louisville law
graduate.

Babson Forecasts Further Economic Progress For 1976
By Baboon's Reports Inc., Wellesley
Hills, Mass., December 26, 1975. In its
forecast for 1975 published a year ago, the
staff of Baboon's Reports envisioned an
unfolding scenario far less pessimistic
than the general atmosphere prevailing at
that time. The primary message then was
that the nation's problem for the ensuing
1975 calendar year was a recession and not
a devastating depression. This thesis was
predicated on the probability that
recuperative forces would start to emerge
as imbalances in the economy were
corrected.
Baboon's 1975 forecast also called attention to the various cushions which
would play a vital role in lessening the
severity of the recessionary forces despite
the doom and gloom psychology holding
sway as 1974 drew to a close. At the same
time, however, the forecast warned
against expecting the sort of rapid
recovery from setbacks that this nation
had experienced over the past 10 years.
The causes of this latest recession were
particularly deep-rooted and there was no
question but that they would be difficult to
cure.
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1976—Overall Prognosis Favorable
Everything considered, however, the
staff of Baboon's Reports forecasts further
economic progress for 1976, even though
readers of this column should not expect a
return to outright boom conditions.
Unwieldy Inventories and short-term
business and consumer debts have been
reduced over the past year or so, but the
real stuff needed to spark a protracted
upsurge—ageessive business and consumer purchases, plus massive capital
expenditures--are simply not on the
horizon. As things stand, the first quarter
could well be the best part of the year in
terms of economic expansion. While the
ensuing quarters will tack on additional
gains, the size of the year-to-year improvements will diminish as 1976
progresses. But the key is that the trend
will be upward throughout the entire year.
GNP—With and Without Inflation
In terms of "current dollar value," the
nation's Gross National Product in 1976
should score an advance of some 11 per
cent over the 1e75 totals that look as though
they, in turn, would barely eclipse those of

1974 when final tally is made. While an
increase of 11 per cent may seem impressive, the force of upthrust will not be
all thlst great. The broadest year-to-year
gain will be seen in the first three months
because this quarter is compared with the
deepest point of the recession when Us
rate of inflation was still intolerably high
The moderate and low-key nature of thf
business uptrend can be better appredated by projecting the GNP on a
constant-dollar basis (1958 as the base
period), adjusted to remove the influence
of inflation. Babson's Reports projects the
"real" GNP for 1776 at 4 per cent above
that for 1975. This upshading is only a
greater than the basic growth rate of Ow
economy and surely does not merit a
"boom"label.
Keep An Eye On Inflation
By and large, 1975 witnessed a fair
degree of success indurnping the fires (if
inflation. While this corroder of pur
chasing power remains uncomfortabh
high, its impact has been materialh
reduced in the course of the past 1:'
months. In early 1976, inflation should be

moderately well contained, but with the
advent of the spring months upwardessures will again strengthen. As was
the case in the past two years, this will be
due to cost-push rather than demand-oull
factors. The latter, however, could
compound the problem somewhat in the
middle and latter parts of the year as
business makes headway. In the initial
months of 1976, inflation will not build in
direct proportion to the amplitude of new
wage hikes, since the substantial reservoir
of underutilized production capacity in
many industries and the cautious buying
policies of consumers and businessmen
militate against free and unrestricted
price markups.
But this barrier against inflation will be
increasingly difficult to maintain as 1976
proceeds. The cumulative effects of boosts
in labor costs, shipping charges, and other
operating expenses will gradually offset
some of the benefits of higher production
and sales, squeezing profit margins to
such an extent that only compensating
Price boosts can alleviate the situation.
Also, continuing massive deficits in the
federal budget will add potent fuel to in-

flation, both psychologically and to the
materials and finished goods which
brought about the unexpectedly early and
degree that such deficits are monetized.
We envision inflation averaging some 7 per
steep business climb starting in the second
cent in 1976.
quarter of 1975.
Inventories—Less Dominant In 1976
Such pronounced swings in business
Sudden changes in the policy of business inventories are not likely to be repeated in
toward inventory holdings in the year
1976. There may be some stockpiling early
ahead will not be the dominating influence in the year to hedge against the
on economic activity that they have been
debilitating effects of a possible protracted
in the past two years. The Arab oil em- tie-up of the nation's trucking industry by
bargo created fear of supply shortages and
the Teamsters early next spring, but for
price increases. The ensuing splurge of the most part labor negotiations during the
inventory accumulation served to buoy
year ahead do not involve industries which
1974's business for the better part of the
would require intensive strike-hedge inyear before it was realized that consumers ventory accumulation. Moreover, the
had altered their spending pattern and somewhat more liberal consumer spenthat high borrowing costs were negating ding pattern is neither deep-rooted nor
the cost benefits of stockpiling. The extensive enough to encourage merchants
resultant turnabout in policy in favor of to load up. And manufacturers and
retrenchments in inventory holdings and retailers still haunted by memories of the
bank loans triggered the sharp slump in surplus goods of the past 18 months are not
industrial activity in late 1974 and early anxious for a repeat of that fiasco.
1975 And, here again, in some segments of
Industrial Preductiou
the economy businessmen overreacted.
The last major cyclical uptrend in inSo, as signs of a loosening of consumer duetrial production peaked in the latter
purse strings were seen, overly deep pert of 1973. Except for a moderate adslashes in inventories had to be corrected. justment. factory operations were
It was this move to replenish stocks of raw
(See Babson. Page 13)
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DEAR ABBY: Our 22-year-old daughter (I'll call her
"Amy") has been living with her boyfriend for three
months. Although I don't approve of the arrangement, I
can't do anything about it without cutting off all
communication with her, and I don't want to do that.
My problem is -that I feel terribly awkward when a
relative or close friend inquires about Amy. One question
leads to another, and I am inevitably asked where Amy is
living and with whom.
I don't feel comfortable talking about her living
arrangements, but I have to say something. What should I
say?
I'm sure lots of parents have the same problem these
days, so you'd be doing all of us a favor by answering this in
your column.
MOM IN THE MIDDLE
DEAR MOM: Simply say,"Amy's living with a friend,
going to school (or working) and seems to be learning (or
enjoying life)." Period. If the inquirer wants to know more,
talk about Amy and leave the "friend" out of it. And if the
interrogator wants to probe further, change the subject.
Matter of fact, no matter if "reisitive" or "close friend"
inquires, Amy's lifestyle is her own, and you should not
explain, defend or apologize for it.
DEAR ABBY: It is quite common for friends to take
pictures of their children from their wallets and show them
off.
I usually say,"He (or she) is very nice-looking," or, "He
(or she) favors you," whichever the case may be.
What I'd like to know is what is the proper comment to
make if the child is obviously very homely?
Recently my boss showed me a picture of his teenage
daughter, and the poor thing was an adolescent mess.
Cross-eyed, stringy hair, big nose and bad complexion
Also, she didn't favor him. I couldn't force myself to use
either of the two comments I usually make because it would
have been lying. And had I lied, I'm sure my insincerity
would have been obvious.
What is an appropriate remark to make under these
circumstances? A person has to say something.
SPEECHLESS
DEAR SPEECHLESS: You can always say (without
lying), "My, how proud you must be!"
DEAR ABBY: I am a successful executive, age 55, and
recently married a wonderful woman who is 40. trim,
beautiful and looks years younger than her age.
She has too much time on her hands and has seriously
considered modeling dresses, suits, sportswear and
swimwear. She possesses all the necessary attributes to be a
first-class professional model.
The first agency she approached wanted to sign her
immediately. So far, she hasn't signed because I have
discouraged her. I'm afraid that she will find herself
confronted with unwelcome advances from manufacturers,
buyers and designers. Also, I fear that she may be
man-handled, and the privacy of her dressing room will be
invaded.
She says none of my fears-ere legitimate. Can you tell me
just what fashion models can expect?
HER HUSBAND

Look in the section in which steady course. Above all, avoid
your birthday comes and find discussions which could upset
what your outlook is, according associates.
SAGITTARIUS
to the stars.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
ARIES
Make time count. Whether
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
or snail matDon't be overly aggressive bundling large
don't let nonessentials get
now. Hassles, useless, time- ters,
the way of steady progress.
communing disputes could mar in
relationships highly
the day. Keep your head above Personal
favored.
such troubling waters.
CAPRICORN
TAURUS
lf
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) /ittliii
( Apr. 21 to May 21) ditilir
it, you may
realizing
Without
You may gain more ground
a victim of your own fears
than many now, but also be held be
misgivings. Pull yourself
and
back on occasion because
together. This is a day which
others are feeling more
for clear thought and
pressure, opposition. Try to calls
definitive action — AND selfunderstand.
confidence.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
19
114
(May 22 to June 21)
21 to Feb. 13)
Influences suggest pre- (Jan.
Your intuition sharp no —
cautions against needless
especially in money /flatters..
errors, intemperate acts and
early morning decision in
thinking. Stress your innate An
connection will prove
common sense and your this
correct.
amenability.
PLSCES
CANCER
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)-)(C
(June 22 to July 23)
Don't listen to what others say
Single-handedly, you can
institute improvement in many when you have good reason to
is
source
the
areas, bolster self-confidence in believe
others, tie up loose ends. Minor questionable. Stress your good
matters may tend to irk: Don't judgment and objectivity.
let them.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
LEO
happy combination of the
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
en- studious and the practical. Your
Keep travel and
tertainment plans flexible. business acumen is outstanding
Some last-minute changes are and yet, withal, you have expossible, but accept them ceptionally strong leanings
toward the scholarly and the
graciously.
intellectual; may have, too, a
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 11Pii• religious bent or, on another
A day in which to emphasize plane, a deep affinity for the
. of
stick-to-itiveness. Curb an in- occult_ Science is another.
clination to take off on un- your fortes and your patience in
profitable tangents through research and meticulousness in
handling details could lead you
sheer boredom.
to great success in this field.
LIBRA
The law is also an area in which
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Use all of your innate you could shine and, if you can
judiciousness in putting forth curb your strong tendencies
original ideas, in trying to toward introspection and stress
remedy unsatisfactory con- the outgoing side of your nature,
you could do well in the theater
ditions.
Birthdate of: Johann Kepler,
SCORPIO
astronomer; Louis Pasteur,
'er
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 72) nt
This could be a somewhat worjd-renowned chemist;
erratic day unless you steer a Marlene Dietrich, screen sr.
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DEAR HUSBAND: If you don't want your beautiful
bride on display scantily clad before strange men, say so,
but your fears of her having to fend off "unwelcome
advances," being man-handled and having her privacy
invaded are unfounded.
The one legitimate objection to her working as a fashion
model you didn't mention. It is very hard work.
•
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
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DISCOUNT DRUG CENTERS
A
The Hazel Woman's Club met
Thursday, December 18, at the
Triangle Inn for the annual

Our Hostess'
Gifts and Information are
the Key to Your
New Community
KoNfrofi OvlSood
PINNE• 732-3OT1

Christmas dinner.
Later the group went to the
home of Mrs. Bob Washer for
the Christmas party and
business session.
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth,
club president, presided. The
devotion was given by Mrs. Max
Parks. The minutes and roll call
were by the secretary, Mrs.
Harold Wilkinson.
A thank you note was read to
the club from the family of the
late Mrs. Maggie Boyd.
Secret pal gifts were exchanged with nineteen members present.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Washer.
Members present were Mrs.
Tommy Paschall, Mrs. Max
Parks, Mrs. Garland Hutson,
Mrs. Hughes Bennett, Mrs.
Harold Wilkinson, Mrs. James
Ronald Latimer, Mrs. Lal
Elliott, Mrs Gerald Ray, Mrs.
Houston Ray, Mrs. Dale Nance,
Mrs. Bob Washer, Mrs. Charles
Knott, Mrs. Jackie Butterworth, Mrs. Joe Thompson,
Mrs. Jerry Thompson, Mrs.
Phil Liddle, Mrs. Gerald
Gallimore, Mrs. Tommy Story,
and Mrs. Nancy Simpson.
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Have we got something
for a headache! 30 Tablets
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of Magnesia

994 Value

26 oz. $1.95 Value
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SO Tablets

BAYER
ASPIRIN
America choice
for relief of
headache pain.

Save 69
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Save 28'
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NUMBER ONE
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Motorists should turn on their
headlights when driving at dusk
or dawn.
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Members of the Stella Stars 4-H Club are pictured at a recent meeting They are, left to right,
Nickie
standing Mark McCaJlon, Terry Sledd, jimmy Scruggs, Ronnie Wison, Freddie ICirkland,
Christenberry,
Jana
Clark,
Trisha
row,
second
Kirkland, Richard Tremblay, Johnny Gammon,
home
Teresa Jones,Paula Gammon,front row, Lisa Hale, and Cheryl Tremblay. They met at the
viceTremblay,
Cheryl
president,
Wison,
of the leader, Mrs Joe Sledd. Officers are Ronnie
Teresa
reporter,
Hale,
Lisa
treasurer,
Kirkland,
Freddie
secretary,
Tremblay,
president, Richard
leaders Junior
Jones and Nickie Kirkland, game leaders, and Trisha Clark and Terry Sledd, song
Marie
and
Armstrong.
leaders are Dawn Sledd, Jimmy Hale,

Senior
Citizens
Discount
Cards

III
II
Ill
Ill

The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens newsletter will
not be published for the month
1! of January 1978. The local news
media will announce all activities.
The 1976 Senior Citizen
discount cards can be obtained
beginning January 5, 1976 at the
Senior Citizens office located in
the St. John's Episcopal Church
at 1620 W. Main Street or contact any of the Area Directors:
Verona Grogan and Virgil
Timberlake for Murray, Annette Burnham for New Conzaa,
.coql,Hazsl,anspit likka are
Tem McCoy for DmiW4, kmo,
and Faxon, and Jan Maddox for
Lynn Grove and Kirksey.
There is not a charge for the
discount card, only a donation.
The suggested donation for the
card is two dollars per card. All
donations will be used for the
benefit of the Senior Citizens
project.
The only requirement to
obtain a card is that a person be
60 years or older and a resident
of Calloway County.
A list of merchants participating in the program and
an instruction sheet will be
issued to each person at the
time the discount card is issued.
There are 62 merchants participating in the program.
For more information call
Alan Blausteln, Executive
Director of Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens at 7530929.

Ill

Special sundae

III
III

Ill
Ill
III

Ill
III

Ill
Ill
III
III

734

III

Ill
Ill
III

Toss thinly sliced fresh
nectarines with flaked coconut and a little finely chopped
preserved ginger. Spoon on
vanilla ice cream

One of the highlights of the
pre-Christmas season was the
annual party given on Saturday,
December 13, by the Murray
Shrine Club at the Woodmen of
the World Hall.
Meat and beverage were
furnished by the club with the
vegetables,salads, and desserts
prepared by the ladies. The
invocation was given by Rev.
Henry McKenzie.
The tables were decorated
with mow men made of construction paper and Christmas
bows with the decorating being
done by Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Jones.
Norman Klapp, president of
the Shrine Club, presented Mrs.
Christine Graham, Mrs.
Elizabeth Slusmeyer, and Mrs.
Faira Alexander with certificates of membership in the
100 Million Dollar Club, an
endowment fund of the Imperial
Shrine of North America used to
**post, •thit ninstesto. Shrine
hospitals for crippled children
and three burns institutes.
The certificates were given
the ladies in appreciation for
their valuable aid at the golf
tournaments for several years.
The president also presented a
Jeweled fez to Noble Mike Baker
who is chairman of the golf
tournament.
Following the presentations,
gifts were exchanged among
members and guests.
Members attending were
Mike Baker, James Armbruster, Rev. and Mn. Henry
McKenzie, Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Jackson, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Westfall, Mr. and Mrs.
Woodrow Dunn, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Thompson, Mr. and Mrs.
John L. Williams, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles M. Baker, Mn. and Mrs.
Dan Mears, Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Klapp, Mr. and Mrs.
Don Robinson, Mr. and Mrs.
Milton Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
James C. Williams, Mr. and
Mrs. R. C. Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Buford Hurt, Mr. and Mrs.
Fredd Cotham, Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Folsom, Mr. and Mrs.

Bruce Wilson, Mr. and Mrs.
Harlan Ford,Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Persall, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Norwine, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Fike, Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Donelson, Mr. and Mrs. Phil
Crihfield, and Mr. and Mrs. Bub
Stacey.
Guests attending were Judd
Fortenberry, Mrs. Judy Adams,
Mrs. Christine Graham, Mrs.
Elizabeth Slusmeyer, Mrs.
Faira Alexander, and Mrs.
Edith Heise.
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SALE! Our entire stock of winter coats!
Just in time for the cold weather.Save on
leathers,fake furs, cloth styles and furtrimmed styles. Make your selection from
the largest coat stock in town. Junior and
missy sizes in the most wanted colors.
Shop early and save more!

Sunday,December Li
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hutchens
will be honored with a reception
in celebration of their golden
wedding anniversary from two
to four p. m. at their home, 209
Hayes Avenue,Paducah.
Sunday,December 23
Mr. and Mrs. Norva Riley will
be honored with a reception in
celebration of their golden
wedding anniversary at the
Seventh and College Church of
Christ, Mayfield, from two to
four p.m.

Monday,December 29
Recovery, Inc., is scheduled
meet at the First
to
Presbyterian Church at seven
p. m.
Alateen is scheduled to meet
at the AA Hall, North Sixth and
Walnut Streets, at seven p. m.
Tuesday, December 38
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p. m.
OATS CRUNCH
Fancy something special
when all the action moves indoors? Sip cider and munch on
caramel apples dipped in a
delectable sots mixture. To
make Deluxe Oats Crunch
combine two cups quick or old
fashioned oats, uncooked; twothirds cup firmly packed brown
sugar; and six tablespoons
melted butter. Bake in thin
layer in ungreased shallow
baking pan in preheated
moderate oven (350 degrees F)
10 minutes. C,00l and crumble.
Use part to coat caramel apples. Save some to make them
combine one and one-half cups
Deluxe Oats Crunch, one-third
cup confectioners sugar and
one-half cup smooth peanut
butter. Shape into one-inch
round balls; chill

Miss Your Paper!

Cash Salm 044,
Ns lay•A-Wors
se Clow§

4 40

Saturday,December 2.7
Wranglers Riding Club will
have a potluck supper at the
Carman Pavillion across from
Calloway County High School at
6:30p. m. A dance will follow.
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Murray Shrine Club
Holds Dinner Party
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Super Bargains Throughout The Store!

Sabscribers who bays net
hem.their
received
delivered copy of The
Murray Weer & Times by
S:34 p.m ere erged to cell
753-1116 ihetweus 5:30 p.m.
end 6 p.m. to Users delivery
if the 'Newspaper. Calls nest
be pieced before 6 p.a.

Current-Season Famous Styles!

Limited Time Savings. Buy Today!

Famous-Name
Foundations

ShoeSale
Regular Value
18.00 to 32.00

/

/

1299

NOW SAVE
15% To

40%

Now for a limited time you can save up to 40% on
famous-name foundations by Playtex, Gossard,
Maidenform, Warners and Equisite Form.Save!

Famousname shoe
styles. Buy
and Save today!

1899

PANTSUITS

HANDBAGS

REGULAR 54.00 TO 120.00

REGULAR 10.00 TO 24.00

39" 8990
TO

Buy now and save on two and three-piece winter pantsuits in
polyester blends .Assorted colors. Missy sizes!

Long Dresses
REGULAR 28.00 TO 86.00

50% off
our fine stock of long 4111111111118 1111g *Op salts has been
reduced 50%. Junier. missy and

1999
799 TO
Select and save on a fine group of fall-winter handbags. Save on
leathers,leather-looks and fabrics.Save!

Sportswear
REGULAR 9.00 TO 42.00

20% - 60% off
Save on jailor and minty pants, skirts, shirts, sweaters, jackets and
blazers. Save op tole% today
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A Little Boy's
Growing Pains

Sunday School Lesson
By Dr. H.C.CHILES
Based on copy
the Uniform

outlines produced pi. the Ccounitter ul
and used by permission
•

•
•
WRESTLING iirmi TEMPTATION
By IL C. Chiles

Double edge
Guest Editorials

Grain: Less
Uncertainty
Objections by farmers groups to
the new American grain deal with
the Soviet Union popped up very
quickly after the five-year
agreement was announced. So
quickly, in fact, that something of
a predetermined reflex was
clearly involved.
That reflex was against government control—through such headdiplomatic
to -head
negotiation—of a large piece of
the agriculture market.
However, many a farmer has
relished government controls of a
somewhat different kind in the
past, depending on which crop
was supported by tax dollars at
how advantageous a level to the
particular group of growers involved, so the ideological complaint against government intervention is a little hollow, particularly when the context and
problems are something unique to
these particular times.
The issue that has to be faced in
the present case is the kind of
damage which_ could ensue

without
a
government-togovernment arrangement which
precisely schedules the amounts
of Soviet buying over a period of
years. And some recent experience, in markets thrown
askew by unexpected Moscow
raids on the U.S. granary and in
the massive inflation of the cost of
grain-based American foodstuffs,
has shown all too dramatically the
potential extent of such damage.
Also in this case there is the
linkage with the acquisition by the
US. of a supply of Russian
oil—though the link is tentative at
the moment and no great quantity
of petroleum is involved.
This factor, which could have
long-run implications far greater
than the immediate supply impact, must be added to the
market-stability and inflationinhibiting elements to create a
strong over-all case for the grain
pact. The odds are that
Americans, including farmers,
will gain more than they lose.
-Norfolk (Vs.) Liidgar-Star

hEARTIliN

'Low Down
FROM THE

Congressional
Record
By JOE CRUMP
(A

Column for
Review the

Reader! Who Haven't Time to
Record Daily)

Congressional

BAYH BOOSTS SIX
WOMEN FOR PRESIDENT
SENATOR BIRCH HAM (lad.)"...Liz
Carpenter, who has much experience in
Washington politics herself and has known
and watched our last seven Presidents,
has written an excellent article
in...Ftedbrook magazine on the six very
capable women to hold our higherst office...I ask unanimous consent that the
article be printed in the Record."(We list
a few excerpts):
Six Women Who Could Be President
(by Liz Carpenter)
I would like to have you meet—the kind
of individuals to whom I believe we might
safely entrust the highest office in the land
and the legacy they would like to leave.
BARBARA
C.
JORDAN.
Congresswomen, 18th Congressional
District, Texas. Democrat. Raised in
Houston, in the center-city. Degree in
political science at Texas Southern
University, magna cum faude. Boston
University for her law degree. "Strong,
moral, compassionate leadership from the
top."
ELLA T. GRASSO: Governor of Connecticut. Phi Beta Kappa graduate in
economics from Mount Holyoke College.
"I just couldn't sit in Congress till hell
froze over and see nothing happen." (So
she ran successfully for the governship).
SHIRLEY
A
CHISHOLM.
Congresswomen, 12th Congressional
District, New York. Democrat. Degree in
education from Brooklyn College, cum
laude. Masters Degree in education from
Columbia University. "People lose confidence with flip-flops. I have no reservations about going down with a decision
that I know is right."
MARTHA W. GRIFFIT'HS. Former
Congresswomen from Michigan. Attorney.
Democrat. Returned to suburb of Farmington Hills and law office with her
husband, who she says, "literally dragged
me into law school." Her legacy,"I'd go to
the Hill myself and appear before the

congressional committee handling (the
bill)."
FRANCES "SISSY" FARNTHOLD.
Former Chairperson, National Women's
Political Caucus. Democrat. Vassar
College. Law Degree at University of
Texas. "To finish the civil rights program
Lyndon Johnson started."
ANNE L. ARMSTRONG. Former CoChairman, Republican National Committee. Vassar College. Worked for New
Orleans newspaper; married Texas
rancher. -We need to understand longrange economics better. We need long
range answers."
++++++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENTS
Your cards and letters will reach
Senator Birch Bayh in room 363, Russell
Senate Office Building, Washington, D. C.
20510.

Isn't It The Truth

Harrison A. Williams to amend the Urban
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
Henry Kissinger's attitude toward
Mass Transportation Act of 1964 to provide
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to anpeople may have undergone a change from
operating assistance for transportation
swer questions and solve problems—fast.
broad to narrow since a congressional
projects located in areas other than urH you have a question or a problem not
committee cited him for contempt. Henry
banized areas and to provide for mass
answered in these columns, write
is reported — perhaps unreliably — to now
transportation assistance to meet the
HEARTLINE, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
be thinking that while one cannot fool all of
needs of elderly and handicapped persons.
Ohio 45415. Senior citizens will receive
the people all of the time, a fool remains a
Heartline: My wife and I were divorced.
prompt replies. The most useful replies
fool no matter what.
I am a World War II veteran and drawing
will be printed in this column.
nonservice-connected disability pension.
Heartline: My former husband worked
Since I have lost a dependent, when will
for the railroad and will start drawing his
the VA reduce my pension?—J.H.
retirement soon. We were married for fl
Answer: The effective date of reduction
years and then got a divorce. Am I entitled
of your VA benefits will be the last day of
to any benefits from my husband's
the calendar year in which your divorce
railroad retirement?—D.C.
. . . And when he had spoken
occurred.
Answer: A divorce cancels any
worked
4',
1
2
husband
this,
he saith unto him, Follow
Heartline:
My
eligibility a wife may have to a wife's
years under Civil Service. Is he entitled to
benefit under the railroad, regardless of
me. John 21:19.
any retirement pay based on this serthe number of years of marriage.
We are still invited to quietly,
vice?—H.W.
Heartline: I am 66 years old, and I do not
follow
Him.
Answer: Probably not. He must have
drive an automobile. Is Congress or the
worked at least five years as a civilian to
Senate doing anything to help the elderly
attain retirement eligibility. However, all
with bus service or anything of this kinof these five years do not have to be
d?—E.W.
Answer: H. R.3155 is a bill introduced by , covered by deductions; just one during the
last two does, assuming the last separated
Rep. James J. Howard with a companion
The Murray Ledger d Times is published
advance
carriers, $2 25 per month payable
from Federal service on or after October 1,
measure introduced in the Senate by Sen.
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, ChristBy mail in Calloway County and to Benton Hor
mos Day. New Years Day and Thanksgiving by
din Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington Ky ondl
1956.
Mocroy Newspapers. Inc. 103 N 4th St.,
Paris. Buchanan ond Puryeor Tenn $12 50 pei.
Heartline gives you helpful information
Murray Ky 42071
year By Atoll to other destinations. $27 SO per
in the free leaflet, "Three Basic Types of
Second Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky
year
copy
obtain
your
To
Insurance."
Health
Six men from Calloway County will be
42071
Member of Associated Press Kentucky Press
send a long, stamped, self-addressed
Association and Southern
Newspaper
inducted into the Armed Forces with the
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In nreos served By
envelope with your request to Heartline,
Publishers Association
induction date to be January 17, according
Box 4994, Des Moines,Iowa 50306.
to Mrs. Gussie Adams, chief clerk of
Local Board No. 10 of the Selective Service.
Deaths reported include Noah Clambers, age 90, and Mrs. Willie Williams,
Tatum,age 80.
The center line for the Purchase Parkway has been finalized by the Kentucky
Department of Highways. It will run :rom
BY P.n. Blasingame, M.D.
Fulton to Calvert City through Mayfield
miles.
of
51
a
distance
for
Crime and the fear of it have tivities.
Transportation of the aged can probably not as careful as they
"Preston Jones pulled out his tape
Such isolation may interfere help. Education of them and the ought to be in inquiring
profound effects on the lives and
recording of a mocking bird and gave a
with preventive health care, an general public to raise concern specifically from their patients
health of the aged.
mocking bird in his back yard a hard time
Writing in a recent issue of the adequate diet, and enjoyment of about these unwholesome and on failure of following directions.
this week," from the column, "Seen &
Journal of the American Medi- social contacts. Lessened self- deplorable happenings is essen- Sometimes. cost of the medicaHeard Around Murray" by James C.
cal Association, Manuel Rods- care may result. Isolation and tial. The media, government, tion is prohibitive, and certain
Williams.
tein, M.D., a member of the depression may follow, occa- schools, churches and social ser- persons have an aversion to
faculty of Albert Einstein Col- sionally with a flare:up pre- vice groups need to intensify medication, fearing it as unlege of Medicine of New York maturely of personality changes their efforts to help.
natural and possibly habit-forming.
City, points out that crime com- and senility.
Such crimes are more comThe Murray City Firemen were called
Q. Mrs. GS. says that she
mitted against the eked influences their medical care, mon in the inner city, especially knows of several friends who
out thirteen times today. All of the calls
Q. Mr. F.F. would like to know
nutrition, mental health, social in deteriorated neighborhoods, have failed to have their of any assistance available to
were for grass fires.
life, housing and other living from which the aged are often prescriptions filled after having epileptics to help them acquire
Deaths reported today include Truman
unable or unwilling to leave. them prescribed by their physi- life insurance coverage at costs
conditions
Pay, age 26, and Mrs. Ella Brown
Frequent crimes against older Also, isolated rural areas are cians. She wonders if this failure that are reasonable.
McElrath,age 79.
persons include purse matching sacs for increased risks of burgl- is common and if physicians
FM, 0. B. Boone, Jr., and his wife arid
A I suggest that you contact
and other forms of robbery, ary and bodily harm for the take into account such patient
baby of Camp Gordon, Ga., and Cpl.
the Epilepsy Foundation of
behavior.
and
inaged.
physical
harm
swindling,
James H. Boone of Fort Polk, La., are
This widespread. sad state of
A. Failure to comply with their America, 1828 L Street, NW,
timidation. Such incidents create
visiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0. B.
affairs demands a variety -of physicians' orders is a great Suite 406; Washington,ac.20036.
anxiety
and
depression.
worry,
Boone,Sr.
As a result, the aged decrease means of solution, including bet- problem in medical care, It has been working to sponsor a
New Concord beat Almo, Mayfield beat
their shopping for proper foods, ter police protection and build- especially in ambulatory pa- life insurqnce plan for epileptics
Fulgham, Farmington beat South
fail to see their physicians and ing security, prompt and ap- tients treated in clinics and in of- Those epileptics who are 18 to 59
Christian, and Kirksey beat Bardwell in
dentist, and cut down or omit propriate court actions for offen- fices. A study showed that 20 to years of age are potentially eligithe opening rounds of the Mayfield
their participation in church, ders and teams to provide medi 35 per cent of all prescriptions ble for coverage up to 1125.000 of
Christmas Basketball Tournament.
synagogue or community ac- cal, nursing, and social services. are not filled. Physicians are group term insurance.

Bible Thought

The Murray Ledger & Times

10 Years Ago

Dear Consumer

Can You Earn
Money At Home?
By Virginia Knauer
Special Assistant to the President
and Director
Office of Consumer Affairs
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare
If you are wondering how you can make
extra money in your spare time, you may
be attracted to those ads in some
newspapers or in major magazines that
beckon you to "earn money at home."
But if the ads sound too good to be true,
that may be because they are not true.
According to the Postal Service (PS),
offers to earn money at home can be one of
the devices used to defraud the public.
How do you get "taken"? By advertising
in magazines and newspapers, companies
can entice you to send them money to be
"registered" for such kinds of work as
addressing envelopes, sewing small items
like baby booties or selling merchandise
by phone or letter. The fraud comes when
the company keeps your "registration
fee" but tells you that you are not qualified
for the job (in one case 60,000 were tested
for their ability to sew baby shoes—all
failed or gives you the work to do but
doesn't pay you. In either case you
lose—either some money or your time and
you must go to court for repayment.
To avoid these problems, Postal Service
advises that before you sign any forms or

Matthew 4:1-11
When Jesus Christ was lifted out of the
waters of baptism by John the Baptist, He
listened to the testimony as to His divine
sonship, heard the Father speak His approval of the action of His beloved Son,and
immediately thereafter was led by the
Spirit into the remote and desolate parts of
the wilderness to contend with Satan.
The Tempter
The tempter is Satan. God never tempts
anybody to do wrong. Temptation always
comes directly or indirectly from Satan.
Those who acknowledge the truthfulness
and authority of the Scriptures do not
doubt that Satan is a real person.
The Temptations
Taking advantage of the situation at the
end of His fast of forty days and nights,
Satan tempted Christ to distrust God's
care and use His divine power to work a
miracle and satisfy His personal hunger.
Had the Master yielded to Satan's
solicitation and done so, He would have
separated Himself from His brethren, for
they were not able to work miracles to
satisfy their hunger on their other needs.
Christ's power was for the benefit of
others, but Satan tried to get Him to use it
in a miraculous way to satisfy His own
personal desires and needs, but He refused
to do it. Instead of arguing with Satan,
which would have been useless, Christ
merely quoted Deuteronomy 8:3.
Repulsed at one point, Satan tried to get
Christ to put God's keeping power to the
test by jumping from one of the wings of
the temple in view of the crowds below,
with the expectation that the Father would
protect Him from any injury. From
Christ's refusal we learn that it is right to
trust God, but that it is wrong to make

presumptuous experiments in order to
discover how far God can be trusted. In
reply to Satan's appeal to do something
spectacular and sensational, Christ quoted
Deuteronomy 6:16.
Having failed in the temptation of Christ
in the realm of the appetite, and in the
realm of adventure, Satan then turned to
the realm of ambition. He boldly sought to
get Christ to render to him that worship
which belonged to God alone. Satan
tempted Christ to sacrifice principle for
property and power. In abhorrence at this
subtle suggestion, our Lord quoted
Deuteronomy 6:13.
The Triumph
Each time that Satan sharply assailed
the Lord Jesus, in the hope that he would
bring Him into subjection to his own
wicked will, he made a miserable failure.
He was unable to stand before the dincisive power of God's Word, so he fled and
left Christ alone for a season.
In his triumph over Satan, Christ used
the threefold method of all victory over
him, namely,absolute dependence on God,
accompanied by absoltite faith in God,and
reinforced by obedience to God.
While none of God's children can escape
temptation, or solicitation te do wrong, all
can resist and overcome it through the
strength which God imparts to those who
will receive and use it. If you, as a
Christian, will follow the example of
Christ, you will be triumphant over Satan
and sin also. Never besitate to draw upon
the power which is to be derived from the
completed work of Christ at Calvary and
from the proper use of the Word of God.
The indwelling Holy Spirit will empower
you sufficiently to live and serve victoriously, and will ever lead you in the way
that you should go if you will appropriate
and use the strength which He makes
available to you.

(EDITOR'S NOTE: The following poem was written by Fronk Clots of(harlotte,
N.C.,and was submitted to this newspaper by Jack Bryan of Murray.)
"It's Al So Very Strange To No"
Whatis this all around?
Why is down not up and up not down?
What's the difference in left and right?
A dog has a bark and so does a tree, '
I wonder why the day and then the night. Why even potatoes have eyes but can't see.
Chairs have legs but can not walk,
Why is the moon up in the sky?
A fish has a mouth but doesn't talk.
What makes the stars seem so high?
I wonder what makes the water blue,
A boat will float, a brick will sink.
Why am I me and not you?
A rope has a knot,a chain has a link.
I Just can't imagine all this I see,
The grass is green,the dirtis brown.
It's all so very strange to me.
Some trees are tall,some big around.
A clock runs but can't win a race,
The road goes but gets no place.

send any money, you should take some
precautionary steps:
—If you are interested in a specific
program that you saw advertised, see if
the company will send you any free
literature. If you have to put down money
before you can even learn about the
program it might be wise to stay away
from that company.
—Be suspicious of claims that sound too
good to be true. Just because the ad
making the promise appears in a wellrespected publication, that doesn't mean
that the ad is true or that the company is
an honest onejvtagazines and newspapers
accept most ads they receive and don't
have the resources to make sure all are
accurate.
—If you decide to go ahead with the
program, keep a record of the money you
sent and when you received the materials.
If it becomes necessary to go to court to
get your money back, you will need
documented proof of how much money you
sent the company and what took place
after that.
—If you lose your money or are not paid
for your time, contact the postal inspector
at your local post office for help. PS will
probably not be able to get you a refun4.
but it will investigate the matter and
prosecute the company if postal inspectors
can prove mail fraud.

Let's Stay Well

Effects Of Crime On The Aged

20 Years Ago
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FABULOUS FURNITURE VALUES
YOU KNOW THE QUALITY AND FAMOUS NAME BRANDS OF FURNITURE WE CARRY ()A

SALE STARTS FRIDAY
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Rf6 $328 - 2 PIECE RUSSETT VINYL
RIG. $442 CLAYTON-MARCUS FLORAL PRINTS QUILTED
RE6. $369 - 2 PIM /PINCH
REG. $900- 2 PIECE EARLY AMERICAN WOOD BASE (1914c Z*1)
PEG. $529-iPIECE EARLY AMERICAN TWEED
PEG. $599 - 2 PIECE EARLY AMERICAN PRINTS
PEG. $499 - 2 PIECE EARLY AMERICAN RED & GREEN PLAID
PEG. $499 -2 PIECE TRADMONAL CUT VELVET (GOLD)
PEG. $116- BLUE VELVET
PEG. $499 - GREEN STRIPE VELVET
PEG. $893 - BLUE STRIPE VELVET

$985.00
$83130
$479.00
$769.00
$579.00
$559.00
$249.00
$189.00
$199.00
$149.00

RIG $1407.70 8 PIECE MIRY QUEEN All
RIG $1187.95 -8 PIECE DARK MAPLE KIMBALL
RIG $643.95 -8 PIECE BASSETT WORMY CHESTNUT
REG. $1038 00 8 PIECE BASSETT RURAL ENGLISH
RIG $827 00 - 8 PIECE MEDITERRANEAN PECAN
REG. $748.95 - RYE TRBIE TABLE AND 6 CHAIRS (FORMICA TOP)
PEG $359.00 OAK TABLE AND 6 CHAIRS(WAD
PEG $269.00 - OAK CORNER CABINET
RIG $489.00 APT. SIZE CHINA BY AMERICAN Of MARTINSVILLE
REG. $100500 8 PIECE MAPLE BY BASSETT - PADDED SEATS
5 SIDE CHAIRS, 1 ARM CHAIR, CHINA AND TABLE
RIG $82630 - DARK MAPLE PEDESTAL TABLE
5 MATES AND 1 CAPTAIN CHAIRS
RIG $251.95 SILVER CHEST

$579.00
$119.00
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REG. $926. - KIMB8.1. MAPLE DARK
REG. $563 - CHERRY TRIPLE DRESSER
REG $209 - OIERRY BED (HEAD & FOOD
REG. $683 - 4 PIECE BASSETT FRENCH
REG. $537 -4 PIECE BASSETT (HEAD)
REG. $1316 - 4 PIECE KIMREll DERRY
REG. $696 - 4 PIECE BASSM RURAL ENGLISH
REG. $479 - 4 PIECE BASSETT WORMY CHESTNUT
REG. $301.90 -3 PIECE MAPLE FINISH
REG. $395.90 -3 PIECE MAPLE FINISH
RIG. $289 - 3 PIECE MAPLE FINISH
REG. $408.90 - 3 PlEa PINE
REG. $548.85 -4 PIECE MAPLE
PEG. $487 - 3 PIECE BASSETT OAK
REG. $897 - 3 PIECE KIMBELL OAK
PEG. $1032 - 4 PIECE KIMBELL PECAN _
PEG. 712 - 4 PIECE STANLEY YELLOW(RC)
REG. $365 - 3 PIECE BROYHILL YELLOW (GIRLS)
REG. $621- BASSETT WHITE POSTER BED, DOUBLE DRESSER
CHEST AND NIT! STAND

$69430
$369.00
$159.11
$37900
$399 00
$975.00
$519.00
$359.00
$199.00
$259.00
$189.00
$199.00
$389.00
$349.00
$659.00
$759.00
$359.00
$119.00
$439.00
$49.95

PEG. $226 RED BAMBOO DRESSING TABLE & BENCH
$129 I I
REG. $129 -$199. ODD HEAD BOARDS(YOUR CHOICE). . . arm OVI MAIO)$89.95
RIG. $113 - (2) WHITE RECORD CABINETS (SLIMY DAMAO
NOW AS a $39.95
DIXIE GIRLS WRAP GROUP IN MINT GREEN
Vs off
RN.$438 - 3 PIECE RUSTIC PINE BOYS FULL SIZE BED & FRAME
4 DRAWER CHEST - DOUBLE DRESSER
$329.00
REG. $109 - MATCHING WRAP PIECES
Sok $79.00
RE6. $119 -
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CARPETING

•

$189.95
$319.00
$369.00
$639.00
$389.00
$419.00
$259.00
$299.00
$429.00
$279.00
$589.00

CHAIRS
REG. $199. BROYHILL CHAIR
REG. $249 - CLAYTON MARCUS COIN GREEN VELVET OUR
REG. $239 - GREEN MINT VELVET SHERRILL CHAIR
REG. $250 - (2) BLUE STRIPE VELVET CHAIRS
PEG. $276 - (2) GREEN CORDUROY (1676) SHERRILL
RIG. $334.50 - VINYL SLEEPER
PEG. $219 - VINYL WING BACK
RIG. $229 - LOOSE PILLOW GOLD CHAIR
RIG. $159 - PRINTED LINEN WING BACK
PEG. $269 -(2) LINEN WING BACK DARK TRIM
RIO. $129 -(2) BLACK SPANISH VINYL CHAIR

$119.00
$159.00
$159.00
$169.00
$129.00
$199.00
$159.00
$149.00
$99.00
$19430
$39.00

ODDS AND ENDS
One Of A Kind Items

;;

PC]

REG. $329 - JASPER CABINET SECRETARY cs stills TO MOOR RN
REG. $449 - GRANDMOTHER CLOCK
REG. $599 - GRANDMOTHER CLOCK
RIG. $499 - PINE SECRETARY
PEG. $444 - PINE GLASS AND OPEN CURIO
REG. $179 - ROLL TOP LADIES DESK
PEG. $189 - LIGHTED CURIO PEDESTAL (OTAE)
REG. $349 BOW FRONT CURIO (COMO
REG. $243.75 - SHERRILL CHAIR (cm)
REG. $6310 $119 - ONE LOT OF ODD TABLES

$249.00
$279.00
$389.00
$349.00
$199.00
$129.00
$119.00
$249.00
$99.95
row mon $39.00

OTHER HARDROCK MAPLE TABLES
RIG. $79 NO. 783, 790, 478

Yam

O

awa $59.95

RECLINERS
RIG. $89.95 - RECLINER
REG. $134.00 - RECLINER
REG. $199.00 - RECLINER
REG. $155.95 - RECLINER (PLAID)

$69.95
$9430
$139.00
$89.95
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SHAG RUSHES & SCULPTURED SHAGS
gum AT $199
IN SOLIDS AND TWEEDS
RIG $1030- 2 ROLLS ACRYLIC PLUSH PILE
NO $650 St U.
COLORS IN STOCK: WILD MUSHROOM - BUTTER RUN
KITCHEN PRINTS IN STOCK
Jul $3.95 st Yd.
REG. $395 - 1 ROLE MOHAWK SCULPTURED 'FIVES COM NW
NOW $5.95 st rt
SOME SHORT ROLLS
tom As moms50%
Ilk
0.16
MO.
liiU

OOOOO
ff.
.111.1121.VR.

SALE STARTS
FRIDAY
DECEMBER 28TH

At 9:00 AM.
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This Weekend's AFC Playoffs A
Mirror Of What It Used To Be
By BRUCE LOWITT

until they lost their regular-

season finale at Los Angeles.
AP Sports Writer
"I think we'll use the loss in
It's a mirror image of what
the positive vein," says
used to be.
Once it was the Baltimore defensive tackle Joe Greene.
Colts who were the Super Bowl -We always bounce back after a
champions, battling to maintain
their image as kings of the
Bowling
National Football League.
Standings
And once it was the Pittsburgh Steelers who were
Saturday Morning
Junior-Senior
shrugging off a losing image
Bowling League
and emerging as hungry, young Team
W
L
The Winners
We 11%
challengers.
29 19
Four Aces
Now it's the other way Gutter
Getters
IS 72
22
X
around—and on Saturday, the The Ike
254*
Thee
Colts, written off as a herd of Jmtlksmis'
24 24
AlStars
n as
losers before the season began,
lallsa•
High Team Game(SC)
try to take another giant step The Winners
629
573
toward an impossible dream Four Aces.
570
The
Lavers
which the Steelers realized one
figh Team Game(BC)
, 777
year ago. Now it's the Steelers The Winners
751
Aces.
who are defending their crown, Four
The lased
721
High Team Series(SC)
opening the American ConThe Wieners.
1694
ference playoffs.
1670
The Lasers
1586
GatierGetters
Sunday's
other
AFC
, In
s
High Team Series(HC)
'Ashowdown it's Cincinnati at The lasers
2344
tin
Oakland. In the National The Winners.
Four Aces
Conference games, St. Louis is
High Ind. Game(SC)
211
at Los Angeles on Saturday and Bryan Scott
Mark Herndon
557
Dallas visits Minnesota on Kevin Mott
IN
High Ind.Game(MC)
unday.
Mark Herndon
DO
., •'Trying to stay on top is the Kevin
Mott
30
337
true test," says Chuck Noll, Bryan Scott
testi awl.series(sc)
-once an assistant at Baltimore David Williams
544
242
when the Colts were kings of the Bryan Scott
Phillip Adams
502
hill and now head coach of the
High Ind.Series(MC)
620
Steelers. -Some people have a Bryan Scott
Mott
619
strange picture. They think you Kevin
Kevin Lamb
609
High Averages
reach a level and just stay
161
Wilber=
there. They don't realize it's a David
David Blivin
156
Phillip
Adams
155
heck of a job week after week,
.148
Bryan Scott
season after season."
144
Jesse Darnell
140
Sam
Smith
In 1971, the Steelers won their
Teddy Alexander
136
first division title in four Don Mudd
135
Roger
123
Simmons
decades. They've been in the
Harrison
130
playoffs ever since. For the Ronnie
Kevin Mott
130
Colts, 1971 was a turning
point—the other way around.
Bowling
That was their last year in the
Standings
playoffs. The next season, and
Kentucky Lake
the two after that, they wound
Bowling League
up with losing records.
Team
Q
L
49 11
But from last year's 2-12, Mutual of Omaha
Coreade Lanes
48 12
they've rocketed to 10-4 and are Wig,*Son
45 15
42 13
riding a nine-game winning Osiris Body Shop.
X
21
limey McNamee
streak that gave them the East laitlekebire
29 31
29
31
Cdisliklmlard
Division title. "They're welladinissiellsrmorthy
X 32
peopled," says Noll. "They Coluddlibeei
Z 35
Xi Z
Shresglismillhi.,
have exceptional personnel. A
=
Sapp Psi
'
VI C
physical team.:;.,
17 43
13
47
Anises
The same an be said of the P.
9 51
1.
57
Steelers, who won their third
GillM 0k) .7.
F
„.,-- -L. .--• 'le
AFC,,central title in four HedpliSsa.
Hodge&SaL . 11..,
ZS
seasons with a 12-2 record. The •Silelpillibite --,..,...,m7....-.%.ri-....r att.
High Team Game(HC)
Steelers had won 11 in a row Hodge & Son

1-STOP
SERVICE

Ronnie Ross
210E. Main

Phone 753-0489

loss.
Each team has a superb
quarterback and a powerhouse
running back.
Bert Jones calls Baltimore's
signals while Terry Bradshaw
does the job for Pittsburgh. And
a pair of former Penn State
stars go against each other in
the backfields, Lydell Mitchell
of the Colts and Franco Harris
of the Steelers. Mitchell became
Baltimore's first 1,000-yard
rusher ever this season while
Harris surpassed the 1,000-yard
mark for the third time in four
seasons.
Since Cincinnati has had
trouble all year establishing a
ground game, and has been so
effective riding quarterback
Ken
Anderson's aerials,
Oakland's task would seem to
be a simple one—and that's
exactly how a couple of the
Raiders see it.
"We've got to get some long
drives going and keep the ball
away from Anderson and his
bunch," observes quarterback
Ken Stabler. And cornerback
Willie Brown adds: "Once we
can stop the pass, everything
will fall in place for us."
Each team finished at 11-3 but
the Bengals, finishing behind
the Steelers, had to settle for the
AFC's wild card while the
Raiders breezed to their West
Division title.
The game is the only one
involving teams which faced
each other during the season.
The Bengals' won 14-10, but it
was played in a driving rainstorm that negated any
meaning as pertains to the
upcoming matchup.
"You can't base anything on
that game," says Stabler. "I

himself.
The sixth-ranked Cornhuskers
featured a strong, solid front,
headed by tackle Mike Fultz, 6
feet 5 and 275 pounds; middle

TEMPE, Ariz. (AP) — Arizona
State's football team has
FOOTBALL
for offense
NEW YORK — Owners Ralph shown a propensity
perhaps the Sun
but
this
year,
Bills,
Buffalo
the
•
Wilson of
interceptions and so did he.
Devils haven't met a foe quite
Stabler completed eight of 24 Carroll Rosenbloom of the Los
like Big Eight power Nebraska.
and
Al
Davis
of
Rams
Angeles
passes, Anderson hit on four of
In today's matchup in the
the Oakland Raiders and Coach
19.
Fiesta BIM,unbeaten,sevenththe
Minnesota
Grant
of
Bud
The Rams are hurting—but
rated Arizona State faced a
not on defense, which was Vikings were fined $5,000 each Combustion team that had perCommissioner
Pete
NFL
by
instrumental in carrying the
mitted just 120 points to 11
team to the NFC West title with Rozelle for publically criticizing foes—and that included 35 to
a 12-2 record. Quarterback officials.
Oklahoma in Nebraska's only
NORMAN, Okla. — Horace
James Harris is nursing a bad
defeat.
shoulder and running back Ivory, an alternate starting
"They're so strong up front
was
dismissed
from
fullback,
Lawrence McCutcheon, the
that they mainly rely on their
Orange
Bowl-bound
team's leading rusher, has a the
down people," said Arizona
pulled calf muscle. And Los Oklahoma Sooners by Coach State's co-captain, Jim Heilig.
Angeles already has lost two Barry Switzer over a dormitory "'They don't have to blitz as
other running backs, Jim incident.
much as a lot of people. ThereBASKETBALL
Bertelsen due to knee surgery
fore, they don't."
BUFFALO — Bob McAdoo,
and John Cappelletti with
philosophy
simple
The
the leading scorer in the
mononucleosis.
worked well during the regular
Basketball
The Cardinals, on the other National
season, when Nebraska's top
hand, are healthy. Jim Hart ASSOCIBLIOR, was suspended four defensive linemen comquarterbacks the St. Louis indefinitely by the Buffalo bined for 226 tackles. And the
"bomb squad" headed by Braves in a dispute over his Huskers' superb linebacker,
speedy Mel Gray, all-purpose refusal to play.
Cletus Pillen, added 123 tackles

don't want to speak for
Anderson, but I know I was
terrible that day. I gave up four

running back Terry Metcalf and
power runner Jim Otis, the
NFC's leading rusher.
The Cowboys won the NFC's
wild card with a 10-4 record
while the Vikings went 12-2 to
take the Central Division title
with ease.
"Minnesota probably has
even more talent this year
because the young players have
come through," says Dallas
Coach Tom Landry. "It's as
solid as the recent Viking Super
Bowl teams."
And Coach Bud Grant of the
Vikings
returns
the
compliment. "They've moved
the ball on everybody in the
league," he says. "On defense,
they don't use a lot of
variations, but they're very
sound."

By The Associated Press

guard John Lee, 6-1, 248; defensive end Bob Martin, 6-1, 208,
and Ray Phillips, 6-4, 225.
Arizooa State averaged 33
points per game in winning all

11 of its regular season games.
Fullback Freddie Williams was

son-ending 35-10 defeat. The
Sooners went to the Orange
Bowl, and since all other major
bowls were already filled, the

best spot left open for Nebraska was here.
Arizona State got in automatically as Wesivrn Athletic
Conference champion.
The game was nationally
televised by CBS, following the
Sun Bowl.

the big man, rushing for 1,316
yards and nine touchdowns.
Nebraska, meanwhile, averaged 406 yards and 32.1 points
per game in the regular season.
EL PASO,Tex.(AP) — Prior
It's quarterback, Vince Ferrato today's Sun Bowl game
gamo, started ahead of Steve
against Kansas, Pittsburgh
Bartkowski when both were at
placekicker Carson Long
California two years ago.
recalled
the black mood he was
This fifth Fiesta Bowl bein after missing three field
came one of the nation's most
goals in a 7-6 loss to Penn State.
attractive bowl games when the
"There was a story going
Arizona State-Nebraska matchbong said, "that I
around,"
up was made.
myself—only I
Nebraska lost the Big Eight tried to hang
kick
the
stool out."
couldn't
title to Oklahoma in that sea-
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SAVE $14580
DEEP PRICE CUT ON
REALISTIC® AM-FM 2/4
CHANNEL MUSIC SYSTEM
Regular Separate Items Price .. .404.80

NEW YORK (AP) — The
Holiday Festival Basketball
Tournament features a distinct
New York accent tonight in
first-round games .at,Madipn
Square Garden.

Villanova and Temple among
the nation's top 25 all-time
victors. They're fresh from a
sweep of their own Joe Lapchick Memorial Tournament
and the Brigham Young Classic
JohiVs; the nation'or14141rak and their -triumphs thir year
ranked team from New York, include an impressive victory
faces Temple in the opening over Tennessee.
game and South Carolina,
"I know Louie,'' said
coached by New York native
McGuire,
plays McGuire, onetime St. John's
Frank
coach who's had extravagant
Villanova.
South after
Lou Carnesecca's unbeaten success in the
"He was my
New
York.
leaving
this
affair
Redrnen, playing in
baseman
and thirdold
second
for the lath time, are favored to
coach at St. John's. He's
win their bracket and reach base
knows how
Monday night's finals against very cute, Louie. He
He's never caught
pre-tournament favorite to recruit.
without a ballplayer. He has
Indiana.
them in the ice box."
The Hoosiers, the nation's
Some of those players on St.
top-ranked team, played
,beautifully balan • #
Columbia and St. Bonaventure John*
include Beaver
team
in
an
afManhattan
faced
Glen
Williams,
George
ternoon doubleheader.
Although St. John's loomed as and Frank Alagia, o of the
the finalist against mighty best playmakers in
Indiana, Carnesecca was not
"He's the guy I other guys
counting his holiday blessings try to get," sass Carnesecca of
prematurely.
Alagia. "He's Our quarterback
"I learned a long time ago and runs our offense. And
from Coach McGuire that in generally he's being chased and
basketball, you have to ibe double-teamed by bigger,
afraid of your mother," said stronger players. But he
does
Carnesecca. "Already they've the job."
got us against Indiana, but
McGuire's team also includes
Temple and South Carolina
aren't playing with bee-bees. If a classy guard in Jackie
they want us to play Indiana in Gilloon, a flashy New Yorker.
the finals, I'd be happy to The Gamecocks, who won their
own,Carolina Classic this week,
comply with that wish."
The Redmen boast the are also powered by a veteran
nation's second best all-time cast that features Atex English,
winning record and are joined Mike Dunleavy, Bob Mathias
by St. Bonaventure, Indiana, and Mark Grenier.
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Murray Appliance
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CollinsStandard
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Arizona State And Nebraska
Square Off In Sun Bowl Today

Sports
In Brief

489-2414 489-2721
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Al Radio Shack

24

SAVE$8

Our OTA-720 4-channel/Stereomaxe AM-FM

receiver offers superb stereo sound and
it s feature-packed: lighted tuning meter.
Glide-Path® volume/balance-dontrols. tape
inputs/outputs. more! Two MC-1000 walnut
veneer bookshelf speaker systems and
Realistic LAB-12C changer complete the
system, Just add a second pair of speakers
to move up to 4-channel sound A
sensational low price on a world of hi-fl!
There's only one place you can'find ti.
Radio Shack,

REALISTIC
NOVA-20 STEREO
HEADPHONES!

Reg.

449
33-1038

'SAVE $20

50%
OFF! 17995,
OUR BEST 8-TRACK
AM-FM STEREO
RECORD & PLAY
SYSTEM WITH
Reg. 199.95

ON SELECTED
CHRISTMAS TOYS

NOW'S THE TIME TO
SAVE UP TO ONE-HALF
REGULAR PRICE ON
ASSORTED TOYS!

14-921

1

•

*

, a li.....;-.......-e ill

Get our Modulaire-8A for
.
exceptional stereo entertainment! Full taping capacity, plus
Sing Along . that lets you record your voice with top stars.
or add background to voici recordings. Another great value
from Radio Shack!

VI

SAVE $407
RADIO SHACK
6-FUNCTION
CALCULATOR

SAVE $3
Reits

AND Most UNsfue
:asmuizAwt-

1

BIG. REDUCTION ON
OUR POPULAR PETS!

HURRY! THEY WON'T LAST LONG!

ATTENTION CB BUYERS!

• Lo."Ge
'CRIB
Tiir

Reg. 9.95
to 13.88

444i, L.4.)

MICRONT/0
30,000 OHM/VOLT
27 RANGE MULTITESTER
Reg
29.95

2695
22-203

Radio Shack introduced its famous low-Cost Realistic CB line in
1960 and has been a world leader in Citizens Band for 16 years
While some of Realistic s 16 radios may be in short supply at times
it'll be worth your while to WAIT FOR REALISTIC (if you have to)
and avoid the hassle and problems of dealing with Store X and
Brand S. We also make our own Archer line of CB antennas.
crystals, coax cables and accessories These are in fairly
good supply today_ Realistic CB is sold and serviced ONLY by
Radio Shack in our over 4000 shops in the USA and Canada. Buy
from a realty qualified specialist -your friendly neighborhood
Radio Shack

Phone 479-3636

U.S. SI U.+ *s* By- flIss Z.47:
So. ru

RADIO SHACK PRICES ON AVERAGE HAVE INCREASED LESS THAN 1% SINCE JULY, 19741

New Store Hours
10-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday
.
11 A TANDY CORPOR AMA' COMPANY

Olympic Plaza
12th St. ht.

Phone
753-7100
vf Pladbo

0.I.~*

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES "e
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:47
:
:"*:::
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By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — And a
ho, ho, ho to you too.
That's not Santa Claus doing
the chuckling. It's the Cincinnati Bengals, laughing up
their sleeves and set to spring a
major upset in this weekend's
opening round of the National
Football League playoffs.
All four home teams are
favored by about a touchdown
in their first round games.
Minnesota and Los Angeles in
the National Conference and
Pittsburgh and Oakland in the
American have earned the
home field advantage by
posting the best records in the

regular season. And those
records also have made them
first round favorites.
Three of the four favorites,
Minnesota, Pittsburgh and Los
Angeles, will come through. For
Oakland, however, the rest of
the playoffs will be viewed from
long distance.
The Bengals have beaten
Oakland once already this
season although the Raiders
will tell you that a drenching
rain
made
that result
meaningless. Don't you believe
it.
Minnesota retreated from the
frozen tundra they call home to
prepare for the Dallas game in
the more temperate climate of

Tulsa, Okla. The Vikings are
better suited to the cold than the
Cowboys, who weren't supposed
to be in the playoffs when the
season began and won't be when
Minnesota gets done with them.
The Cinderella Colts have had
their fling but Pittsburgh's very
precise Steelers will turn
Baltimore's carriage back into
a pumpkin. That's okay,
though. lbe Colts came light
years farther than anyone could
have expected.
Los Angeles is hurting and St.
Louis is hungry. That
combination could add up to
another upset, except that the
Ram defense is healthy and it
may very well be the best in the

league. That's bad news for the
Cards, who depend on their
offense to win ball games.
Last week's record was 8-6,
running the season's log to 1293for .701- The ka:
National Conference
LOG Angeles 14, St. Louis 10
The Rams are hurting, espedaily on offense. Quarterback
James Harris has a bruised
shoulder and running back
Lawrence McCutcheon is nutsing,a Sore leg muscle. But the
defense is healthy and that's
where Los Angeles wins its
games.
The Rams gave up only three
touchdowns in their last six
games and a mere 136 points,

Pro Gridders Linked With Casino Kingpin
SAN DIEGO (AP) — A National Football League
number of professional football spokesman as saying the inplayers invested money with a vestments apparently were
Nevada casino operator who is legal.
under investigation for alleged
The spokesman said there
links with organized crime, a was no evidence that persons in
San Diego newspaper has the NFL were involved in
reported.
'Glick's Las Vegas gambling
Green Bay Packers' quar- interests.
terback John Hadl and
The report also linked Coach
Washington Redskins' guard Chuck Knox of the Los Angeles
Walt Sweeney were among the Rams and Al Davis, the
players who invested with Allen Oakland Raiders' managing
R. Glick, the San Diego Evening general partner, with Glick's
Tribune said Thursday.
busness interests.
Some of the players were
The Stardust Hotel, which
•'financially burned," the accepts wagering on NFL
newspaper said. But it quoted a games, is among three Las

Vegas hotels operated by the 33year-old Glick.
Through his Argent Corp.,
Glick also owns the Fremont
and Hacienda hotels and
operates the casino at the
Airport Marina Hotel.
The Tribune said the players
invested in Glick's San Diegobased Saratoga Development
Corp., which set up tax shelters
for football players.
The players invested in the
corporation primarily in 1971,
1972 and 1973, and Glick became
a limited partner with them,the
newspaper said.
Saratoga filed a bankruptcy

petition last summer, with
debts listed at $41 million. Glick
resigned as Saratoga executive
vice president but still holds 45
per cent of the company's stock.

lowest total in the NFC. That
Proud defense will carry the
limping offense past St. Louis.
Minnesota 2., Dallas i8
The Vikings ruled the NFC
Central again for the seventh
time in the last eight years and
started the season with a racewrecking 10 straight victories.
They split their last four games
but don't worry about that.
They're ready for the playoffs
and anxious for a third straight
trip to the Super Bowl,
Fran Tarkenton operates an
offense that includes the NYC's
best all-purpose back, Chuck
Foreman.
Roger Staubach runs the
Cowboys and he'll have his
hand full with Minnesota de-

fenders like Alan Page and that Steel Curtain defense will
Carl Eller up front and Paul be no easy task for Bert Jones,
Lydell Mitchell and the rest of
Krause keying the secondary.
the Colt offmise.
American Conference
anchmad 21, Oakland 17
Pittsburgh 27, Baltimore 13
The difference bere could be
The Colts bring a nine-game
winning streak into this one, the absence of Tony Cline, Oaktheir first playoff appearance land's best defensive liDe11141n.
since 1971. That is one of the That means the Raiders will
keys. The Steelers, making a use a three-man line against
fourth straight post season ap- the Bengals and that could be
pearance, are playoff-tough- suicide.
With a reduced pass rush to
ened.They also happen to be
the defending Super Bowl worry about, Ken Anderson will
have plenty of time to find his
champs.
Baltimore specializes in wide receivers. He's the AFC passopen games and Terry Brad- ing champion, so you know he
shaw, Franco Harris and the can throw the ball.
The Raiders have been sluggSteeler offense should take advantage of that for plenty of ish all year and have a history
points. Getting them back from of playoff failure looking over

Coach Posts Bond
BOULDER, C4)143. (AP) —
Kay Dalton, an assistant coach
of the National Football League
Denver Broncos, was freed on
$500 bond Thursday after being
charged With driving while
intoxicated.
A Colorado State patrolman
said he arrested Dalton, 43, of
Boulder Wednesday afternoon
after stopping the car Dalton
was driving for alleged
speeding.
Dalton is a former assistant
coach at the University of
Colorado and now is on Bronco
Coach John Ralston's staff as
wide receiver coach.

Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton

Now HasA LocalNumber

Court records show the
players who invested are owed
$5,118,391 by Saratoga. The
Tribune said the firm owes Hadl
alone $213,174.
Other playerswho invested in
Saratoga were reported to
include Garry Garrison of the
San Diego Chargers and former
Chargers' Ron Mix, Sam
Gruneisen, Steve DeLong and
Lance Alworth.
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with Myaded
Economy Packs!
Myadec is a high-potency
vitamin formula with minerals,
available in big economy
packs of 250 tabs or capsules, and that means you get
more Myadec for less money!
Marketed by Parke-Davis and
backed by Parke-Davis quality,
Myadec is an ideal formulation
for active people on the go.
So get your economy pack now.

130 capsules or
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$116
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This Weekend's AFC Playoffs A
Mirror Of What It Used To Be
until they lost their regularBy BRUCE LOWITT
season finale at Los Angeles.
AP Sports Writer
"I think we'll use the loss in
It's a mirror image of what
the positive vein," says
used to be.
Once it was the Baltimore defensive tackle Joe Greene.
Colts who were the Super Bowl "We always bounce back after a
champions, battling to maintain
their image as kings of the
Bowling
National Football League.
Standings
And once it was the Pittsburgh Steelers who were
Saturday Morning
Junior-Senior
shrugging off a losing image
Bolding League
and emerging as hungry, young Team
L
W
The Winners
3/
1
2 111
/
2
challengers.
3
19
Aces
Now its the other way Four
X
32
Gutter Getters
22
X
around—and on Saturday, the lbe Ike
25,a 2241
Pamir' Mint
Colts, written off as a herd of JedStars
24
24
V
X
losers before the season began,
High Team Game(SC)
try to take another giant step The Winners
619
573
toward an impossible dream
570
which the Steelers realized one
7T/
year ago. Now it's the Steelers
751
who are defending their crown,
721
opening the American Con1694
ference playoffs.
1670
INS
In Sunday's other AFC
11..showdown it's Cincinnati at
2144
Oakland. In the National
'Conference games, St. Louis is
High Ind. Game(SC)
211
at Los Angeles on Saturday and Bryan Scott
Mark Herndon
207
. Dallas visits Minnesota on Kevin Mott
302
High Ind.Game(11C)
Sunday.
11/
Mark Herndon
• "Trying to stay on top is the Kevin Mott
612
137
true test," says Chuck Noll, Bryan Scott
High Ind.Series(SC)
once an assistant at Baltimore David Williams
544
542
when the Colts were kings of the Bryan Scott
Phillip Adams
502
hill and now head coach of the
High Ind_ Series(HC)
CM
Steelers. "Some people have a Bryan Scott
Mott
619
strange picture. They think you Kevin
Kevin Lamb
600
High Averages
reach a level and just stay
Williams
161
there. They don't realize it's a David
David Blivin
156
Phillip
Adams
155
heck of a job week after week,
Bryan Scott
148
season after season."
Jesse Daniell
144
140
In 1971, the Steelers won their Sam Smith
Teddy Alexander
136
first division title in four Don Mudd
135
Roger
133
Simmons
decades. They've been in the
130
Ronnie Harrison
playoffs ever since. For the Kevin Mott
136
Colts, 1971 was a turning
point—the other way around.
Bowling
That was their last year in the
Standings
playoffs. The next season, and
Kentucky Lake
the two after that, they wound
Bowling League
up with losing records.
sawn
Q
49
memo of Omaha
1
But from last year's 2-12, Cornitte
46 12
Lanes
they've rocketed to 10-4 and are Hedge&Son
45
15
Body Shop.
42
18
riding a nine-game winning Gone%
array Appliance
a 21
streak that gave them the East Edo &doctors
is 31
26
31
Division title. "They're well- Cd1INdlisedard
Hides=& Norsworthy
is 32
people*" says Noll. "They Csiteitillreed
Z 35
35
111
Romipltal.
have exceptional personnel. A
Pal
3 42
physical team."
17
A.
43
&Thies
13 47
The same can be said of the Ledger
Blankenship of Ky.
, .I 51
Steelers, who won their third
High Teasn Glee(SC) "
& Son.
AFC Central title in four Hodge
Hodge & Scat $
925
seasons iwith a 12-2 record. The--sisaaseass.
212
High Team Game HC)
Steelers had won 11 in a row Hodge & Son

;
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SERVICE
14"11_11 ..
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Life Health
Home Car
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Ronnie Ross
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Phone 753-0489
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Hodge & Son
Corvette Lanes
Murray Appliance
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Hodge & Son
Murray Any/lance
Collins Standard
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Bob Lamastus
Dtcloe Hodge
Garry Evans
High Ind. Game(HC)
Bob LaMestus
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1033
1020

XXI

2030
2527
3150
1914
3121

zit
215
114

258
224
230

Jerry abet
Bobby Atkins
High tat Series(SC)
Doe Jews
l'offiney 11cOure
BebLainestos
High Ind.Series(HC)
Dan Janes
Bob Lamastus
Tomrny McClure
High Averages
Charlie Hargrove
Virgil Setser
Garry Evans
Lyman Dixon.
George Hodge

610
500
579
064
404

1143
164
123
1112
101
179
178

!Artie Hodge

Thorobred
Flying
Service,Inc.
Murray-Calloway Cavity Airport

489-2414 489-2721

loss."
Each team has a superb
quarterback and a powerhouse
running back.
Bert Jones calls Baltimore's
signals while Terry Bradshaw
does the job for Pittsburgh. And
a pair of former Penn State
stars go against each other in
the backfields, Lydell Mitchell
of the Colts and Franco Harris
of the Steelers. Mitchell became
Baltimore's first 1,000-yard
rusher ever this season while
Harris surpassed the 1,000-yard
mark for the third time in four
seasons.
Since Cincinnati has had
trouble all year establishing a
ground game, and has been so
effective riding quarterback
Anderson's aerials,
Ken
Oakland's task would seem to
be a simple one—and that's
exactly .how a, couple of the
Raiders see it.
"We've got to get some long
drives going and keep the ball
away from Anderson and his
bunch," observes quarterback
Ken Stabler. And cornerback
Willie Brown adds: "Once we
can stop the pass, everything
will fall in place for us."
Each team finished at 11-3 but
the Bengals, finishing behind
the Steelers, had to settle for the
AFC's wild card while the
Raiders breezed to their West
Division title.
The game is the only one
involving teams which faced
each other during the season.
The Bengals' won 14-10, but it
was played in a driving rainstorm that negated any
meaning as pertains to the
upcoming matchup.
"You can't base anything on
that game," says Stabler. "I

Arizona State And Nebraska
Square Off In Sun Bowl Todaf

Sports
In Brief

don't want to speak
Anderson, but I know I wa:
terrible that day. I gave up four
interceptions and so did he."
Stabler completed eight of 24
passes, Anderson hit on four of
19.
The Rams are hurting—but
not on defense, which was
instrumental in carrying the
team to the NFC West title with
a 12-2 record. Quarterback
James Harris is nursing a bad
shoulder and running back
Lawrence McCutcheon, the
team's, leading rusher, has a
pulled calf muscle. And LOS
Angeles already has lost two
other running backs, Jim
Bertelsen due to knee surgery
and John Cappelletti with
mononucleosis.
The Cardinals, on the other
hand, are healthy. Jim Hart
quarterbacks the St. Louis
"bomb squad" headed by
speedy Mel Gray, all-purpose
running back Terry Metcalf and
power runner Jim Otis, the
NFC's leading rusher.
The Cowboys won the NFC's
wild card with a 10-4 record
while the Vikings went 12-2 to
take the Central Division title
with ease.
"Minnesota probably has
even more talent this year
because the young players have
come through," says Dallas
Coach Tom Landry. "It's as
solid as the recent Viking Super
Bowl teams."
And Coach Bud Grant of the
Vikings
returns
the
compliment. "They've moved
the ball on everybody in the
league," he says. "On defense,
they don't use a lot of
variations, but they're very
sound."

By The Associated Press
FOOTBALL
NEW YORK --70wners Ralph
Wilson of the Buffalo Bills,
Carroll Rosenbloom of the Los
Angeles Rams and Al Davis of
the Oakland Raiders and Coach
Bud Grant of the Minnesota
Vikings were fined $5,000 each
by NFL Commissioner Pete
Rozelle for publically criticizing
officials.
NORMAN, Okla. — Horace
Ivory, an alternate starting
fullback, was dismissed from
Orange
Bowl-bound
the
Oklahoma Sooners by Coach
Barry Switzer over a dormitory
incident.
BASKETBALL
BUFFALO — Bob McAdoo,
the leading scorer in the
National
Basketball
Association, was suspended
indefinitely by the Buffalo
Braves in a dispute over his
refusal to play.

himself.
The sixth-ranked Cornhuskers
featured a strong, solid front,
headed by tackle Mike Fultz, 6
feet 5 and 275 pounds; middle
guard John Lee, 6-1. 248; defensive end Bob Martin, 6.1, 208,
and Ray Phillips, 6-4, 225.
Arizona State averaged 33
points per game in winning all
11 of its regular season games.
Fullback Freddie Williams was
the big man, rushing for 1,316
yards and nine touchdowns.
Nebraska, meanwhile, averaged 406 yards and 32.1 points
per game in the regular season.
It's quarterback, Vince Ferragamo, started ahead of Steve
Bartkowski when both were at
California two years ago.
This fifth Fiesta Bowl became one of the nation's most
attractive bowl games when the
Arizona State-Nebraska matchup was made.
Nebraska lost the Big Eight
title to Oklahoma in that sea-

TEMPE, Aria. (AP) — Arizona State's football team has
shown a propensity for offense
this year, but perhaps the Sun
Devils haven't met a foe quite
like Big Eight power Nebraska.
In today's matchup in the
Fiesta Bowl, unbeaten,seventhrated Arizona State faced a
Cornhusker team that had permitted just 120 points to 11
foes—and that included 35 to
Oklahoma in Nebraska's only
defeat.
"They're so strong up front
that they mainly rely on their
down people," said Arizona
State's co-captain, Jim Heilig,
"They don't have to blitz as
much as a lot of people. Therefore, they don't."
The simple philosophy
worked well during the regular
season, when Nebraska's top
four defensive linemen combined for 226 tackles. And the
Huskers' superb linebacker,
Cletus Pillen, added 123 tackles

son-ending 35-10 defeat. The
Sooners went to the Orange
Bowl, and since all other major
bowls were already filled, the
best spot left open for Nebraska was here.
Arizona State got in automatioally as Western Athletic
Conference champion.
The game was nationally
televised by CBS, following the
Sun Bowl.

kicker's Blues
EL PASO,Tex.(AP) — Prior
to today's Sun Bowl game
against Kansas, Pittsburgh
placekicker Carson Long
recalled the black mood he was
in after missing three field
goals in a 7-6 loss to Penn State.
"There was a story going
around," Long said, "that I
tried to hang myself—only I
couldn't kick the stool out."

( Radio Ihaelt

Villanova and Temple among
the nation's top 25 all-tune
victors. They're fresh from a
sweep of their own Joe Lapchick Memorial Tournament
and the Brigham Young Classic
and - their -triumphs Mil yelVr
include an impressive victory
over Tennessee.
"I knaw Louie,'' said
McGuire, onetime St. John's
coach who's had extravagant
success in the South after
leaving New York."He was my
old second baseman and thirdbase coach at St. John's. He's
very cute, Louie. He knows how
to recruit. He's never caught
without a ballplayer. He has
them in the ice box."
Some of those players on St.
John's beautifully balanced
team include Beaver Smith,
Glen Williams, George Johnson
and Frank Alagia, one of the
best playmakers in the East.
"He's the guy the other guys
try to get," says Carnesecca of
Alagia. "He's our quarterback
and runs our offense. And
generally he's being chased and
double-teamed by bigger,
stronger players. But he does
the job."
McGuire's team also includes
a classy guard in Jackie
Gilloon, a flashy New Yorker.
The Gamecocks, who won their
own Carolina Classic this week,
are also powered by a veteran
cast that features Alex English,
Mike Dunleavy, Bob Mathias
and Mark Grenier.
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DEEP PRICE CUT ON
REALISTIC® AM-FM 2/4
CHANNEL MUSIC SYSTEM
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Regular Separate Items Price ... 404.80

NEW YORK ( AP) — The
Holiday Festival Basketball
Tournament features a distinct
New York accent tonight in
first-round games at Madijan
Square Garden.
t. JohiVs; the nationertnivn.
ranked team from New York,
faces Temple in the opening
game and South Carolina,
coached by New York native
plays
McGuire,
Frank
Villanova.
Lou Carnesecca's unbeaten
Redrnen, playing in this affair
for the 18th time, are favored to
win their bracket and reach
Monday night's finals against
pre-tournament favorite
Indiana.
The Hoosiers, the nation's
top-ranked team, played
Columbia and St. Bonaventure
faced Manhattan in an afternoon doubleheader.
Although St. John's loomed as
the finalist against mighty
Indiana, Carnesecca was not
counting his holiday blessings
prematurely.
"I learned a long time ago
from Coach McGuire that in
basketball, you have to 4be
afraid of your mother," said
Carnesecca. "Already they've
got us against Indiana, but
Temple and South Carolina
aren't playing with bee-bees. If
they want us to play Indiana in
the finals, I'd be happy to
comply with that wish."
The Redmen boast the
nation's second best all-time
winning record and are joined
by St. Bonaventure, Indiana,
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Our QTA-720 4-channel/Stereomax° AM-FM
receiver biters superb stereo sound and
It s feature-packed: lighted tuning meter.
Glide-Path® volume/balance Controls. tape
inputs/outputs, more! Two MC-1000 walnut
veneer bookshelf speaker systems and
Realistic LAB-12C changer complete the
system Just add a second pair of speakers
to move up to 4-channel sound A
sensational low price on a world of hi-ti!
There's only one place you cart find It
Radio Shack.

50%
OFF!
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CHRISTMAS TOYS
NOW'S THE TIME TO
SAVE UP TO ONE-HALF
REGULAR PRICE ON
ASSORTED TOYS!
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III
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Get our Modulaire-8A for
exceptional stereo entertainment! Full taping capacity, phis
Sing Along that lets you record your voice with top stars,
or add background to voice recordings. Another great value
from Radio Shack!

SAVE $407
RADIO SHACK
6-FUNCTION
CALCULATOR
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35% OFF,
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Radio Shack introduced its famous low-cost Realistic CB line in
1960 and has been a world leader in Citizens Band tor 16 years
While some of Realistic s 16 radios may be in short supply at times
it II be worth your while to WAIT FOR REALISTIC (if you have to)
and avoid the hassle and problems of dealing with Store X and
Brand X. We also make our own Archer line of CB antennas.
crystals. coax cables and accessories These are in fairly
good Wooly today. Realistic CB
sold and serviced ONLY by
Radio Shock in our over 4000 shops in the USA and Canada. Buy
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By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — And a
ho, ho, ho to you too.
That's not Santa Claus doing
the chuckling. It's the Cincinnati Bengals, laughing up
their sleeves and set to spring a
major upset in this weekend's
opening round' of the National
Football League playoffs.
All four home teams are
favored by about a touchdown
in their first round games.
Minnesota and Los Angeles in
the National Conference and
Pittsburgh and Oakland in the
American have earned the
home field advantage by
posting the best records in the

regular season. And those
records also have made them
first round favorites.
Three of the four favorites,
Minnesota, Pittsburgh and Los
Angeles, will come through.For
Oakland, however, the rest of
the playoffs will be viewed from
long distance.
The Bengals have beaten
Oakland once already this
season although the Raiders
will tell you that a drenching
rain
made that result
meaningless. Don't you believe
it.
Minnesota retreated from the
frozen tundra they call home to
prepare for the Dallas game in
the more temperate climate of

Tulsa, out. The Vikings are
better suited to the cold than the
Cowboys, who weren't supposed
to be in the playoffs when the
season began and won't be when
Minnedbth gate done Mat them.
The Cinderella Colts have had
their fling but Pittsburgh's very
precise Steelers will turn
Baltimore's carriage back into
a pumpkin. That's okay,
though. The Colts came light
years farther than anyone could
have expected.
Los Angeles is hurting and St.
Louis is hungry. That
combination could add up to
another upset, except that the
Ram defense is healthy and it
may very well be the best in the

league. That's bad news for the
Cards, who depend on their
offense to win ball games.
Last week's record was 8-5,
running the season's log to 12953for .7116. The picks:
National Conference
Los Angeles 14, St. Loeb; 10
The Rams are hurting, espedaily on offense. Quarterback
James Harris has a bruised
shoulder and running back
Lawrence McCutcheon is nurslag a sore leg muscle. But the
defense is healthy and that's
where Los Angeles wins its
games.
The Rams gave up only three
touchdowns in their last six
games and a mere 135 points,

Pro Gridders Linked With Casino Kingpin
SAN DIEGO (API — A National Football League
number of professional football spokesman as saying the inplayers invested money with a vestments apparently were
Nevada casino operator who is legal.
under investigation for alleged
The spokesman said there
links with organized crime, a was no evidence that persons in
San Diego newspaper has the NFL were involved in
reported.
,Glick's Las Vegas gambling
Green Bay Packers' quar- interests.
terback John Hadl and
The report also linked Coach
Washington Redskins' guard Chuck Knox of the Los Angeles
Walt Sweeney were among the Rams and Al Davis, the
players who invested with Allen Oakland Raiders' managing
R. Glick, the San Diego Evening general partner, with Glick's
Tribune said Thursday.
busness interests.
Some of the players were
The Stardust Hotel, which
"financially burned," the accepts wagering on NFL
newspaper said. But it quoted a games, is among three Las

Vegas hotels operated by the 33year-old Glick.
Through his Argent Corp.,
Glick also owns the Fremont
and Hacienda hotels and
operates the casino at the
Airport Marina Hotel.
The Tribune said the players
invested in Glick's San Diegobased Saratoga Development
Corp., which set up tax shelters
for football players.
The players invested in the
corporation primarily in 1971,
1972 and 1973,and Glick became
a limited partner with them,the
newspaper said.
Saratoga filed a bankruptcy

petition last summer, with
debts listed at $41 million. Glick
resigned as Saratoga executive
vice president but still holds 45
per cent of the company's stock.

lowest total in the NFC. That
proud defense will carry the
limping offense past St. Louis.
Minnesota 20, Dallas 10
The Vikings ruied the NFC
Central again for the seventh
time in the last eight years and
started the season with a racewrecking 10 straight victories.
They split their last four games
but don't worry about that.
They're ready for the playoffs
and anxious for a third straight
trip to the Super Bowl,
Fran Tarkenton operates an
offense that includes the NFC's
best all-purpose back, Chuck
Foreman.
Roger Staubach runs the
Cowboys and he'll have his
hand full with Minnesota de-

fenders like Alan Page and
Carl Eller up front and Paul
Krause keying the secondary.
American Conference
Pittsburgh 27, Baltimore 13
The Colts bring a nine-game
winning streak into this one,
their first playoff appearance
since 1971. That is one of the
keys. The Steelers, making a
fourth straight post season appearance, are playoff-toughened.They also happen to be
the defending Super Bowl
champs.
Baltimore specializes in wide
open games and Terry Bradshaw, Franco Harris and the
Steeler offense should take advantage of that for plenty of
points. Getting them back from

that Steel Curtain defense will
be no easy task for Bert Jones,
Lydell Mitchell and the rest of
the Colt offeiSe.
Cincinnati 21, Oakland 17
The difference here could be
the absence of Tony Cline, Oakland's best defensive lineman.
That means the Raiders will
use a three-man line against
the Bengals and that could be
suicide.
With a reduced pass rush to
worry about, Ken Anderson will
have plenty of time to find his
receivers. He's the AFC passing champion, so you know he
can throw the ball.
The Raiders have been sluggish all year and have a history
of playoff failure looking over

Coach Posts Bond
BOULDER, Colo. (AP) —
Kay Dalton, an assiitant coach
of the National Football League
Denver Broncos, was freed on
$500 bond Thursday after being
charged with driving while
intoxicated.
A Colorado State patrolman
said he arrested Dalton, 43, of
Boulder Wednesday afternoon
after stopping the car Dalton
was driving for alleged
speeding.
Dalton is a former assistant
coach at the University of
Colorado and now is on Bronco
Coach John Ralston's staff as
wide receiver coach.
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Court records show the
players who invested are owed
$5,118,391 by Saratoga. The
Tribune said the firm owes Hadl
alone $213,174.
Other players who invested in
Saratoga were reported to
include Garry Garrison of the
San Diego Chargers and former
Chargers' Ron Mix, Sam
Gnmeisen, Steve DeLong and
Lance Alworth.
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Mini-Win Streak Rekindles That Old Flame For Frazier

really taking charge."
By The Associated Press
Not only were the players
A mini winning streak has
rekindled that old flame for psyched up,so was the coach.
"We played a good, tough
Walt Frazier.
"For the first time this year, game," said Red Holzman.
we feel were getting the -When we were challenged at
breaks, the little bounces like the end and lost most of our 11the old New York Knicks used to point lead, we kept our poise.
do,"says the trigger man of the Earlier in the year, we might
Knicks. "We are playing the have blown it. I like that."
In the other NBA games, the
game together. It's up to us to
Phoenix Suns stopped the
keep going."
The present Knicks may not Kansas City Kings 122-111, the
be as respected as their past New Orleans Jazz whipped the
National Basketball Association Houston Rockets 101-99 and the
glory teams, but certainly Washington Bullets whipped the
things are looking up now after Atlanta Hawks99-94.
Earl Monroe put on a dazzling
a disastrous start.
The onetime NBA champions floor display and scored 27
had an 8-19 record at the start of points, including a clutch basket
the season—but since have won with 1:27 left and two free
three straight games and five of throws in the final minute, to
six, including Thursday night's lead New York's victory.
Sass 122,Kings 111
111-103 decision over the
Curtis Perry scored a seasonPhiladelphia 76ers.
"I feel we're playing high 27 points and Paul
intelligent basketball now," Westphal added 25 to pace
noted Spencer Haywood, the Phoenix over Kansas City. It
newest of the Knicks. "We're was the seventh straight
playing aggressively. We're Christmas Day victory for the

Suns, who tied a team record
with 10 steals in the first half.
"We gained momentum in the
second quarter, cut their lead
down and the momentum
carried over," said Phoenix

Akins' Bandaged Knee May Be
Key In Texas-Colorado Clash
By The Associated Press
Gator Bowl in Jacksonville,
If Marty Akins' knee is Fla., Liken, the action gets hot
achin'....
and hea..fruesday, New
Not only does Marty's Year's Eve, it's North Carolina
framework hinge on his banged- State vs. West Virginia in
up right knee, but so, it seems, Atlanta's Peach Bowl, followed
does Texas' offense as the by
Superdome
the
Longhorns head into Saturday's Revisited...Penn State and
Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl against Alabama in the Sager Bowl.
the Colorado Buffaloes.
On New Year's Day,its UCLA
"Both Texas and Colorado vs. Ohio State in the Rose Bowl
are great teams," says Barry at Pasadena, Calif.; Georgia
Switzer, whose Oklahoma against Arkansas in the Cotton
Sooners have played both. "It Bowl at Dallas and Oklahoma
should be a very interesting vs. Michigan in the Orange
game,especially if Akins is able Bowl.
to play and is at full speed."
The Pelican Bowl is a test of
Both finished at 9-2.
two defense-oriented. teams.
Akins, Texas' quarterback, South Carolina State, champion
won't know if he'll be calling the of the Mid-East Atlantic
signals until game time, 2:35 Conference, is 8-1-1 and
p.m., CST, in Houston's Southern, co-champion of the
Astrodome. Originally, Coach Southwestern Athletic ConDarrell Royal said freshman ference, is 8-3.
Tex Constanzo would be at
"Our squad has really worked
quarterback. But then he hard and I know our fellows will
changed signals and said he'd give us a good effort," says S.C.
reserve his decision until just State Coach Willie Jeffries. "If
before the kickoff.
we can minimize our mistakes,
The Longhorns, co-winners of we have a chance to win."
the Southwest Conference, will
have more than one quarTide Heads •South
•
,terback to worry about. Besides
altin.s' condition, they've got to !TuSCADOOsA, Atia• (AP)
contain Colorado's high"lflabama's football team head"'
powered offensive game,led by for New Orleans today to polish
David
Williams. "Their up its game plan for Wedquarterback is quality." Royal nesday's Sugar Bowl meeting
says. "He is a good passer and a with Penn State.
The Tide wrapped up the
good runner."
The Buffs are sky-high for home phase of its preparations
their meeting with Texas. "Oh, Thursday, working in the gym
man, are we ready for this for 90 minutes because of heavy
said
Colorado rains.
game!"
Coach Paul Bryant said the
wingback Billy Waddy. "Texas
is such a big name in football. team would mostly have brief
There's no doubt we'll be up for drills and go over its game
plans in New Orleans.
this game."
The game is the first of the
day's two-owls. The Pelican
GAINS FOR GAINES
Bowl, between South Carolina
GREENSBORO,N.C.(AP) —
State and Southern University One year ago, Wake Forest
in New Orleans' Superdome, running back Clark Gaines carstarts at 8:30 p.m., EST.
ried the football 98 times in
The spate of big bowl games nine games for 329 yards. After
got underway today with the his first two games this season,
Sun Bowl in El Paso, Tex., Gaines picked up 247 yards on
featuring Pittsburgh and 50 rushes to lead the Atlantic
Kansas, and the Fiesta Bowl in Coast Conference.
Gaines gained 124 yards in
Tempe, Ariz., with Arizona the opener against Southern
State going against Nebraska.
Methodist and made 123 yards
On Monday night, Florida against North Carolina State.
goes against Maryland in the
NO-PAY HORSE OWNERS
WESTBURY, N. Y. ( AP) —
A number of harness horse
trainer-drivers say some owners of standardbreds don't pay
their bills. Driver Loden Fontaine told "Newsday" that,
"about every driver he knows
has some kind of problem collecting money owed him." Fontaine said he has lost spout
820,000 a year for the past four
or five years.
Be, Webster, the nation's
leading money-winning driver,
says he loses $7,000 to $10,000
year in money he can't collect
from owners.
Antique Mall
The harness drivers would
Murray, Ky.
like to see adopted at thoroughbred tracks the policy of horse
lonardo Piano Co.
owners placing money on deposit So that trainers and jockParis, Tenn.
eys are paid automatically.

PIANO
Special
Buy as
Low as

661'4

They Last

Poinsettas
$1® & $2°°

Coach John MacLoud. "We got
our intensity back in the last six
minutes of the second quarter
and in the second half. We did a
good job of jamming things in
the middle."

Jazz 101, Rockets 99
Pete Maravich returned to
action after a six-week absence
and led New Orleans over
Houston. Maravich, out since
early November with a shoulder

separation, made two steals in
the final minute and scored 13 of
his 19 points in the final quarter
to steal a game which Houston
appeared to have locked up.
"Maravich took over down
the rtretch." noted Houston
Coach John Egan.'That's quite
a performance for a guy who

has been out for six weeks. But,
then, Maravich is quite a
player."
Bullets 99, Hawks 94
Washington moved into a
first-place tie with Atlanta in
the Central Division by beating
the Hawks behind a 25-point
effort by Elvin Hayes and 22
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GABARDINES
FLANNELS
60" PLAID
—
$4.99
DUVETTE
•
— 45'1
•$2.99 45" PRINTED WINGS
—
NOVELTY S
•$2.99
DUCO 0"
SIi
CORDUROY
6
—
53.00
VIEIGIAT
•
PANT
PLAIDS
•$2.99 — 45" SPORTSWEAR
WEIGHTS
— 45" ARPOON PAINT
$1.99
•
— 45"TCOTTON WIC PRINTS
$2.49
•
more
— 45"
and many
•$2.49

REG. $2.99 YD. WASHABLE

COTTON SUEDE
•45" wide, Full Bolts
•Leatherlook Suede
•Champlin Color Only
•Hurry, for this greet Buy!

66!

REG. $4.99 YD. 100% NYLON

VELVETEEN
•45- wide, Full bolts
•most wanted colors
11teht imperfects
.
•while they test

$188

OUR EN
TIRE
STOCK!
REGULAR $2.99
TO $6.99
YD.

FALL &

WINTER
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LYESTER

DOUBLE KNITS
110
145.99Imported
$4.99 &
1005i
Trevino Multi
0$3.99 & $5.99 100% P
Color
olyester
3& 4
$4.99 100%
Color Double Double Knit
Polyester Yarn
Knits
100%
Dyed
1.$3.99 100% Polyester Dyed to
Heather Knits
Mod,
Novelty Knits
•$2.99 100% Polyester Petch-work
Denim Look
Polyester 2
-Color
Novelty Double Knits
Knits

1413

REG. $1.99 YD. — SOLID & PRINTED

GAUZE CLOTH
•45" wide, Full bolts
•most wanted colors
•solids end printed
•limited quantity

NW,

66c.
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A DIVISION OF ONE OF THE WORLD'S FOREMOST APPAREL MANUFACTURERS

PRICES GOOD THRU JANUARY 3rd.

Shirley Garden
Center

from Dave Bing.
"We were very lucky to come
out with a win tonight," said
Baltimore Coach K.C. Jones
"We were very sluggish in the
first half and couldn't get our
offense going. Bing gave us the
lift we needed in the last
Quarter.

204 W. WASHINGTON Paris, Tn.

753-8944
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Baptist

Methodist
Hazel Methodist Church
Worship

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p. m.
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11:004.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p. m.
First Baptist
Morning Worship
9:15a.
m
7:1111p.m.
Evening Worship
West Fork
11:00a. m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p. m.
Sunday Evening
7:00 p. m.
Wednesday Evening
Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
1100a.m.
Evening Worship
6:45p. m.
Norttiside
11:00a. m.
Morning Worship
7:00p. m.
Evening Worship
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship '
1100 a. m
7:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
Poplar Springs
11:IQ 4..M,
Morning Worship
6:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
Grace Baptist
10:45 a. m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p. m.
Evening Worship
Blood River
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
Kirksity Baptist
11:00
a.m.
Worship
Morning
7:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
Memorial Baptist
10:50a. m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p. m.
Evening Worship
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p. m.
Evening Worship
Flint Baptist
11:000. m.
Morning Worship
6:45 p. m.
Evening Worship
Cherry Corner
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
i
Elm Grove
11:00
Morning Worship
7:00p. m.
Evening Worship
Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
715p. m.
Evening Worship
Sugar Creek
11:00a. m.
Morning Worship
7:15 p. m.
Evening Worship
Chapel
Owens
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
5:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
9:30a.m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
Worship
Lone Oak Primitive
2:00p. m.
1st Sunday
10:30a. m.
iith Sunday
Old Salem Baptist
10:00 a. m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
Worship Service
5:00 p. m.
Vesper Service
Coidwater
11:00 a. m.
Morning Services
7:00 p. m.
Evening Services
Faith Baptist
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
Grove
Locust
11:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
Chestnut Street General
10:00a.m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
10 a. m.
Sunday School
lla.m.&6p.m.
Preaching
7 p. m.
Wed.

Church of Christ
New Providence
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
University
10:30•.m.
Morning Worship
6:00p.m.
Evening Worship
Green Plain
10:41.5a.M.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
West Murray
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Union Grove
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship
Seventh & Poplar
10:40
a.m.
Worship Service
Evening Worship
6:00 P.mNew Concord
10:50 a.m.
Morning Service
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
Pleasant Valley
11:000.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Second Street
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
3:00 p.m.
Friendship
10:00a.m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
Hazel Church of Christ
10:00
Bible Study
10:50
A.M. Worship
6:00
P.M. Worship
7:00
Mid-Week
Coldwater
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
larksey Church of Christ
10:00a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship 7:00p.m. Sunday
& Wednesday

BEGINNINGS

Penecostal

A new lamb hes bean bets. A new life is borne...

Alma Heights
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30 p. m.
Evening Worship
United, New Concord
10:00 a. m.
Sunday School
11 a. m.,7 p. m.
Worship Services
Calvary Temple
10:00a.m.
School
Sunday
Worship Services 11 a.m.,7:30 p.m.
First Assembly Of God
10:00
Church School
11:00
Worship Service
First Assembly of God
10:00a. m.
Church School
11:00a.m.
Worship Service

The cycle fa wolves le cosithmoissp. Them is is order
ye God., we'd/-'A Hose te be hem, orad •thee to die,
I. yds.*, end• tif/14 to pluck up time which is
pleaded." liccloolostoos 3.2
Men in hie willfulness aaftwo didliris God's natural order.

ilk

New Your, we 11111,11 es opreeternity to begin anew-

to carry feats God's pion for the woad -I.mike this the

United,310 rvan Ave.
10:00 a. m.
Sunday School
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship

of world Mot God intended it to be.

Christian
First Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m.,7 p.m.
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m.,7 p.m.

Church of Jesus Chirst
Of Latter Day Saints
10:00a.m.
Sunday School
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a.m., 11 a.m., 4:30 p.
m. Saturday Mass 6:30 p. m.
Christian Science Services
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray,
Ky., Sundays 11:00 a. m. Testimony
meetjrig second Wednesday 8 p. m.
,. Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower
10:30 a. m.
Bible Lecture
9:30a.m.
Wyman's Chapel A. M. E.
Worship Services
11 a. m., 7 p. m.
St. John's Episcopal
Church School
9:15
Worship Hour
10:30 a. m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath School
10:00a.m.
Worship Service
9:30a.m.

Kirksey United
Sunday School
10.00 a m
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 1st &
2nd Sunday. 10:00 a.m. 3rd a, 4th
Sunday School 10:00a.m. 1st 8. 2nd
Sunday, 11:00 a.m. 3rd & 4th Sun
day
Temple Hill united
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
First Methodist
8:45 8.10:50 a.m.
Worship
Russell Chapel United
10:00a.m.
Sunday School
11:008.m.
Morning Worship
Gosehn Methodist
Worship Service at 11.00 a.m. 1st &
3rd Sundays, 9:30 a.m. 2nd 8. 4th
Sundays. Bible Study 6:30 p.m.
A
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9:30 a.m. ter&
4th
a.m.
2nd
8
3rd Sundays, 11:00
Sundays
Cole's Camp Ground
10:00 a.m
Worship Service
Dexter-Hardin United
10:00a.m
Worship Service
11:00a m
ist & 2nd Sundays,
1st & 3rd & 4th Sunday
Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-10:00 a.m. 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
Sunday
Mt. Cermet
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday 11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00a.m. 1st, 3rd &
4th Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 2nd Sunday

Presbyterian

Waymen Chapel
AME Church
10:45 a.m.
Services
Morning

Liberty Cumberland
Sunday School 10:00 a.m., Worship
Service 9:00 a.m. every other
Sunday
North Pleasant Grove
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00a.m.
Oak Grove
10:00a.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services
11 a.m.. 7 p.m.
Mount Pleasant
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.
First Presbyterian
Church School
9:30a.m.
Worship Service
10:45 a.m.

Brooks Chapel United
9:30a.m.
1st & 3rd Sunday
7:00p.m.
Evening
11:00a.m.
2nd &In)Sunday
No evening Worship
Bethel United
11:00a.rn.
1st & 3rd Sunday
9:30a.m.
2nd 8. 4th Sunday
6:00 p.m.
Evening
Pleasant
Grove
South
10:00a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.M.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening
United
Chapel
Storey's
9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Sunday School

..
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Creative Printers,Inc

•
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Quality Commercial Printing

,

808 Chestnut, Murray
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lloyd's Auto Repair

([U

Kentucky fried

hermit Ileyd-Owner
-Complete Unwed& Trenerniesien Service
-Mot liml Allismisot
- -Cosidiete llene-dp& Repair Service753-1731

Cal ie Orden 753.7101

Sycamore et 120
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Mack & Mack

Murray Electric System
401 Olive - 753-5312

Phone 753-1319
-':

American

Cain & Trees

Murray Auto Parts

tnTe-tiliand
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iletry-Gread ako
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Robe& ingiandadieters impaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPART MENT
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Let Us

Carroll Tire Service
11
/
2 Neck I. el S. lith

Entertain Yini

Murray

Your Uni-Royal Tire Dueler
11OS Flow

Murray Livestock Co.

Wayne & Gary Perrin - Ownersuuuuir Every Saturday at 1 P. M. - Me. 753-5334
-111hies-tecerahaMeele-OmeesNUM INNildit doll
-Gerd Sepplite-GlitsHomo Sol* Each 3rd Fridcry Night
miaow
MIll 041.0•411 II.
WM. E. Dodson,°vow
4 Murray Upholstery Shop

,

Corvette Lanes Inc.

"DOWL11441 AT ITS MEW'
Phone H.3-2203
1415 Mass Street

,i __:....-1.

Modernize your furniture with new
upholstery
A Complete Car Upholstery Center
601 South 4th

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine
Tow Johnson Motors Debtor
Soles-Servict-Foris
Nwy. 64,.

Taylor Motors, Inc.

753-0405

Poplar4ilk.
11eirrailestmOMAL
NAINIMISYSW
at

753-3734

Murray

Wallace's
Book Store
Serving Worm Stele lialversity

1413 Ohre Ord.
7S3-7334

Ky. Lout State Pont

P. t. faits, Genera tinager
Serving Grown, Caleireg, Menial, Wale Ceandee
im Ky. and awry Ce.. Tea&

753-1717
Murray, Ky.

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Meagan FDIC

Tont Andrews - Tour Most
We ere riming specials Only, to.. Me Then.
Fri., Sat., 5en.4.11ene Peak Special
N.. 17th frt. MI - Call in Orders t• 753-4419

SOO Mein
753-3231

MI VICTOR FRIGIDAIRE-MATTAG

"the Ilanimesswer's Owlet far Rua MEOW

CONTROL
Day Yee Dein lets Sege Nerve
Their May"
lel Se. Ile St.

75.3-3114

Contra Slapping
Caner

V
,......,_
- TE!...)

Se. 12th 1 Story
7S3-66.55

'ROSES

71.34107

1.116.1111.11144446

Kent Wright Glass Co.

Regal 8 Inn
All Color T.V. - Pool
Single $9.55- Double $11.75
Hazel Hwy.- Murray - 753-6706

4th St., Murray

Lassiter Auto Sales

.0

753-7221

North 12th St

)...,, O. Copia Itir.
/51 /175

Nierrey's See Cemplet• Dews..., Stem

Freed Cotham Co. Itsc.
Nitatial *4(mwrAlsketWeet NON
m a crow,

11444 III 11411

Col and Mrs. Thomas Brown-Owners
Phone 434-234S and 436-53/6

753-017R
•

Hendon's Service Station

Murray Coblevision

I
Chastain St.
753-1215

In

Lynhurst Resort

Original Eirripsnood Ws Glass
Glass for Every hwposo
"Service ta otr most traportard pnxtuct"

Pone
753-5012
h

Mame 753-5005

MINIM

Ilid-Air Shopping Corder

66

Soath 12th St.-Mornay

Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
-fur rill :Inn,' terttli:4.r Needg'
•.103

Maple-753-1933

Garden Center
F bowers for all Octasmns
Nouse Plants landsc•prnn
SOO N 4th 7 S 1 313 l 151 2444

Mr. Ellenberger . Mgr

111/0 WEIL

Inc.

..... _....-...-,...,,
KELLEY'S TERMITE A PEST

(
.....A6.

753-4351 or 247-4350
Winchester Printing Services

.§...753-1713

Pli. 474.2145
Shirley's Florist 11

West Ky. Rural Telephone

E. W.Outland,Supt.

It. 4

Grecian Steak House

J.W. WILit AM-MOR .
4.
1 HOUSE BOAT RENTALS *

.
“Got To Church Sunday'

West Kentucky Rural Electric

7S3-3164

0
4
:10
16 Son.

Kenlake Marina

Paschall Truck Lines
Tow template Dre Waketaut..Co-Opercrtive Corp.
OM Coldwater Rd.

Slio,isg

Tobers Body Shop, Inc.

COMPLIMENTS

Fir Pesseager-Inda 1/. Fenn Tiros

Memorial Gardens, Inc.

word-Elkins

Phone 753-8220

Ewing Tire Service

..---0"...~on

641 nor% - MOW

, 7s1.1372

Air Cendltiesing-neeliepCameercial Retripendisa
SERVICE THROWN KNOWLEDGE
Phone/5341M
SO2 Chemed
-Bibles &
Religtou,
looks'

Meta BrsaiWncihnigse-dSlies & S
FISr
Da i ervicIE
1601 Sonsat-753-7140

Lorry 6 Marie Mews Omen
Atoesolowia-Conatery Lots
Complete Csansolins Service

Randy Thornton
Service Co.

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices tor Cars. Wheat & Soybeans
Holmes Ellis, Mgr.

Boats 1. Boating Supplies

H

t

"West Ken ludo, Transportation Center'

Theatres

Phene 753-1489

The Christian Book Center

S

7S3-4424

MIS Illeple St.

Piiine 753-44411

OTASCO753.1391

--.........._...04 W.,kdsys

Murray Metal Buildings

Storey's Food Giant

Motor Sales

t

Distrilarting Co. Inc.
Sontit 2nd
753-2752 er 753-3571

66

Stokes Tractor A Implement Co.

tridsestrial Road

"Li, ..., , 41:.

Rudy Lovett

PHILLIPS

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

"Wil Fingnr Uckin' Gear'
Try Our Widen int end Own Sandwiches

ITN S. TM

ni

The J.H. Churchill
Funeral Horne

MICHELSON'S
.07......7...

NN‘lIffgm-octet4 .9d
r er.

Operi lid liteeledays 1111-4 Sri.
Closed Sam*
Sel-Ak Ihepideg Center

10:00

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 am. is? Sun day, 10-00 a.m. 3rd Sunday. Sunday
School 10:00 a.m., 2nd & 4th
Martin's Chapel United
Worship Service
9:304.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service.
1000a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Independence United
Sunday School
1000a.m
Morning Worship
11:004.m.

Nazarene
Murray Church
Sunday School
9:45a.m.
Morning Worship
10:45a.m.
N.Y P. S. Worship
5:15p.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.
Wednesday Worship
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p. m.

This page made possible by the
porting firms:
6•

11:00
Mason's Chapel

Worship

CLOSED ON SUNDAYS
PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
So an Street

Mame 717-193a

Calloway County Soil
improvement Association
Scieving Farm Families Since Itilie
Inikestr sal Rd
7S3 Mt
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Parents Shown How To Supplement
Their Children's Learning, at Home
By VIVIAN BROWN
AP Newsfeatures Writer
In seven years, a project —
Parents as Resource — based
on the idea that parents know
best how to develop their own
child's potential, has branched
out from 16 parent workshops
to workshops in 20 states. And
it is launching a television.
series.
PAR workshops are for parents who actively participate in
learning games,crafts, dramatic play and rhythmic activity
that they will teach their children as the children discover
their own innate creativity.
The venture was begun by
three teachers and a social
worker who have, among them,
15 children.
"What we thought from the
beginning has been reinforced.
People do not realize how much
they can teach their own child.
There are so many ways to do
it with the time a parent
spends with a child," explained
Carolyn Haas, one of the four
founders of PAR.
She and the others, Anne Cole
and Betty Weinberger — Elizabeth Heller has gone back to
work — are realizing a fiveyear-oid dream. The public
television show that recently
began in Chicago will be conducting PAR workshops with
"real parents" doing "the kinds
of things that haven't really
been done before on television," Mrs. Haas said.
"We are using a family's everyday experiences. For example, there is time spent at
the self-service laundromat
with a father sorting socks or
at the grocery store picking oranges or families going to
beaches and the like .. ."
Although mothers usually
participate in the daily worksops, men do enjoy them when
they can attend. Sometimes
they get into the spirit of it all

Parents are creative. They
faster than women do, Mrs.
should be given a chance,"
Haas insists. At one workshop
conducted in Albuquerque foi
Mrs. Haas contends.
When the trio goes off on a
Ph.D.s who were heads of pro
workshop they can train up to
grams for handicapped chi]
50 teacher-parents in one or
dren, "the men felt a little Sint
two days as they did recently
playing the games at first, but
in Hawaii with Headstart parwere soon enjoying them."
ents. And they often pick up
The television films from the
some interesting ideas. In
programs funded by the NationHawaii they learned how to
al Institute of Mental Health
make balls of raffia. In Moriwill be made available to daytana, the American Indians
care centers, schools and other
made puppets with beads and
agencies.
braids.
PAR has gone a step further
When they decided to bring
from training parents to work
their message to others, five
with their own children. Paryears ago, it took them two
ents are now being trained to
years to find a publisher for "I
help other parents under a
foundation grant. PAR works
Saw a Purple Cow and 100 othwith the Chicago Board of Eduer Recipes for Learning." It
cation where each of 18 child60,000 copies. After that
sold
children
for
centers
parent
began doing their own
they
lowin
from 3 to 7 at schools
booklets — backyard vacations,
income areas send three parrecipes for fun and the like —
ents — whose baby-sitting costs
CAROLYN HAAS
doing art and text by hand.
and transportation are paid —
Sales hit 20,000 although they
to be trained at the PAR work- pie pans with beans inside into
had ordered only 500 from the
shops. It takes four or five ses- maracas.
printer. Their newest book, "A
sions to train them. They learn
Headstart,
for
volunteers
As
Pumpkin in a Pear Tree," proto speak before a group, organ- Mrs. Haas, who had been a
vides creative ideas for 12
ize materials and set up an child development major at
months of family fun, and will
back
goes
each
then
agenda —
Smith, and Mrs. Cole, who had
published in the winter.
be
center
to her own child-parent
been an education major at
and spreads the information to Wellesley,.had discovered that
("A Pumpkin in a Pear
parents in her own housing a lot of children simply did not
will be published by
Tree"
project.
know what to do with their Little Brown in January.)
"A parent learns she can time. Then, too, reports had inhave fun with her child from dicated that Headstart was
the time it is in a crib. We tell good while kids were in school
them to talk to a baby when but as soon as they went back
they diaper it, to walk with it home, they would slide back
in arms, teaching it sounds, into their old ways because
smells and about things they parents did little to supply
stimulation. It was obviously
can touch and see.
"A lot of parents go back to the parents who needed guidtheir own childhood's stringing ance.
Some youngsters are turned
of macaroni, but now they
learn it can be valuable in de- off in school because teachers
veloping a child's, small mus- want them to fit into a mold —
an observation that could be
cles."
Mothers learn to turn coffee made in a classroom where you
cans into drums, paper towel might observe 25 identical jacktubes into fifes, shoe boxes with o'-lanterns strung agaisnt the
rubber bands into guitars, and wall. Children are creative.
JI
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By JULIE FLINT
Associated Press Writer
ROME (AP) — Italy's most
famous opera coach, the grand
old man of the theater, has one
word for Italian opera singers:
shriekers. And out of the window after them he throws the
rest of Italian opera — productions, directors and composers.
Luigi Ricci grew up with the
greats of the early 20th century: Pietro Mascagni, Puccini,
Caruso, Beniamino Gigli. Today
he refuses Italian pupils and
never goes to the opera, a
score's throw from his Rome
apartment. And although he
still teaches 48 hours a week,
despite his 81 years, he sees no
one to step into his shoes when
he steps out.
His pupils come from everywhere except Italy, opera's
homeland.
"I don't want Italian pupils,"
he said in an interview. "They
think only of making their
voices heard; they always sing
at the top of their lungs. Bel
canto with crescendos, diminuendos and pianissimos no
longer exists here."
Aside from being urlatori —
shriekers -- Italians, Ricci said
sadly, make lazy pupils.
''They don't study well. You

INCOME
PROTECTION
INSURANCE?

No..•

s

can make Americans sing a
phrase 10, 11, 20 times and they
will say: 'Let's do it again.'
They study with passion."
Ricci today has more than 50
Pupils, including Swedes, Germans, Austrians, Britons, Finns
and, recently, Chinese.
It has been almost five years
since Ricci set foot in an Italian opera house. "If I do, I suffer," he said. "They don't do as
I say. They change tempos.
"There is no one in Italy today fit to direct a theater. No
one," very firmly. "You need
maestri, and maestri with experience. We in Italy no longer_
have directors who teach. So
who are the young to learn
from? Themselves?"
Modern composers get the
same brushoff. Only Gian Carlo
Menotti was excepted, "because it's music. The others
add three and three and make
seven. I don't understand it,
and at my age I never will."
Ricci's musical career began
70 years ago, when Vittorio
Emmanuele III sat on the Italian throne and Theodore Roosevelt was president of the United
States. Ricci was 10 when his
father, a church singer, led him
by the hand to Antonio Cotogni,
a famous baritone-teacher, who
was looking for an accompanist.

"Cotogni opened the piano
and set on the rack the Panofka vocal exercises. Cotogni
was a man who took no account
of appearance, condition or
age."
After Cotogni's death in 1918,
Ricci spent 34 years with Mascagni, composer of Cavalleria
Rusticana, eight years with
Puccini, "a very taciturn man
whom I never saw smile," and
twangler, Poulenc.
then Fur,
Schoenberg, Toscanini, Solti,
Klemperer . . .
For the future of Italy, he
has two wishes: long life to
himself and a second Toscanini,
director of Milan's La Scala in
the '205.
"La Scala is a little better
than the other theaters still,"
he admitted. "But not much.
We need a second Toscanini to
set a standard for all theaters.
Then one would say: `I won't
do this because Toscanini
doesn't.'"
Turning to himself, the only
old master still on the job, Ricci said: "I see no one after me.
They are.all very old, or dead.
"A -nuSestro must be as
patient as a monk.
"If the maestro is on edge,
the pupil is on edge. I work
them hard, but I am always
most amiable."

•
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ALL THE BETTER TO BAKE IN, MY DEAR—On a
visit to New Mexico celebrating SESAME STREET's
birthday, series' co-hosts Bob (Bob McGrath) and
Maria (Sonia Manzano) watch Oscar the Grouch try
this adobe shelter as a substitute for his trash can.
Oscar retreats to his trash can when he discovers that
the shelter is really a baking oven on SESAME
STREET, weekdays at 4:30 p.m. (EST), 3:30 p.m.
(CST) and Saturdays at 8 a.m. (EST), 7 a.m. (CST)
and 10 a.m.(EST),9 a.m.(CST) on KET.

WSIL-3

KFVS-12

WPSD-6

NEW YORK (AP) — There
are techniques for getting a
job, as well as techniques in
doing a job well.
First, if you're preparing for
a job interview, says Helen
Cris, president of a placement
agency here, Cris Associates
Inc., you need to concentrate
on the techniques for getting a
job. She has prepared a checklist of these.
The person interviewing you
for a job will already have your
written resume when you arrive for the interview. In addition, says Mrs. Cris, you should
be set to answer queries on
personal skills and training, details of companies you've
worked for, the reasons for previous job termination. There
may also be such off-beat questions as what publications and
books you read and where do
you see yourself in five years.
When you arrive for the interview, be as calm, confident
and assured as possible. Be
properly dressed for a business
situation, be prepared to
present your history in an orderly and organized manner
and — above all — be affable
and gracious about answering
the same questions several
times.
Don't leave unexplained gaps
in your resume or fill it with
irrelevant details.
Don't talk too much during
the interview. Don't use cliches
and don't repeat yourself.
Also don't ask about working
hours, job benefits, etc., until a
second interview. And don't explain, if the decision seems favorable, that you will have to
discuss it with your spouse.
If you have problems talking
about yourself in an interview,
as you're getting organized for
the interview, think of yourself
in the third person. Then, you
can revert to the first person
during the interview.

e"

Famed Opera Coach Is Critical
Of Singers in His Native Italy
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7:30 Doc
8:00 M.T. Moore
8:30 B. Newhart
9:00 C. Burnett
10:00 News
0:30 Gunsmoke
1:30 Nash./Road

WTVF-5

.

6:30 Go. Hr
7:00 Hong Kong
7:30 Tom/Jerry
830 Frightenstein
9:00 Gilligen
9:30 Goolies
10:00 Spd. Bug.
10:31:1Soul Train
11:30 Am. Band.
12:30 Touch Gold
1:30 J.acques/Amp.
2:30 Astro Blue
5:30 NINA
6:001, Armstrong
6:30 Mid South
7:00 H. Coal!
8:00 S.W.A.T.
9:00 Matt Helm
10:00 Adam 12
10:30 Basketball
12:00 PTL Club
2:00 New.

7:00 Hong Kong
7:25 Schoolhouse
7:30 Tont/Jerry
8:25 Schoolhouse
8:30 Lea Sauc.
9:00 Gilliam
9:26 Schoolhouse
9:30 Groove
9:66 Schoolhouse
10:00S.Bug.
10:33 Odd Ball
11:00 Uncle Crock
11:30 Am. Oand•
12:33 Film
1:00 Film
1:30 Wallys
2:00 Form Rep.
2:30 Astro Blue
5:30 News
6:00 L. Walk
7:00 H. COIell
8:00 SWAT.
9:00 Matt Helm
10:00 News
10:30 Sammy

6:00 Sunrise
6:46 Weather
6:30 l'eaves
7:00 Emergency
7:00 Pebbles
7:30 Jost*
7:30 Bugs Bun.
3:00W. Kitty
8:30 goodby Doo
8:30 P. panthir
9:00 Land Lost
6:00 Stamm
10:00 Far Out
9:30 Run Joe
10:30 Ghost Bust.
10:00 Apes
10:38 wastwind
11:00 Dinosaurs
11:30 Fat Albert
11:00 Anions
11:30 Grandstand 12:00 Film Feet.
1:00 Good Neblre
12:00 Football
1:30 P.A. Forum
3:30 RFD
4:00 Atop Fence 2:00 Game/Week
2:30 Playoffs
4:30 Ky. Afield
3:30 Sports
5:00 Spirit '76
5:00
News
News
5:30
5:30 Novas
6:00 News Beat
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6
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7:00
6
8:00 Movie
10:30 News Beat
11:013 Night Live
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7:00 Music City
6:30 Bible Ch.
6:00 CloseruP
700 Veg. Soup
7:30 Discovery
7:00 Worship
6:3O News
7:30 Gospel Sing.
J. Robison
8:00
7:30 J. Sweigart
Dimension
7:00
8:30 Devotion
8:300.
Roberts
Amaz. Grace
8:00
7:30
Herold
9:15 Hamilton
9:00 Getup. Hr.
8:303 Stooges
8:00 Archie
9:30 Gosp. Hr.
8:30 Globetrotters 10:00 These Dart 9:30 R. Humbard
10:00 Ch. Lys.
10:30 Bap. Ch.
9:00 Sept. Church 10:30 Make With
10:30 Accent
10:66 Schoolhouse 11:30 News Conf.
10:00 Camera 3
1100 Meet Pres
12:00 Soul City
Detain
11:30 Herald Truth 10:30 Face/Nation 11:00
11:30 Story
12:30 Babar/Elep.
11:00 This Life
12:00 File 6
12:00 Directions
1:00 Vaudeville
11:30 Playoffs
12:30 Movie
12:30 Issues
2:00 Music City
3:00 Lamp Feat
2:00 Sen. Percy
100 Life Style
2:30 L. Welk
3:30 Look Live
2:15 Kiplinger
2:00 Matinee
3:30 Movie
4:00 Matinee
2:30 Grandstand
Am.
4:30
Outdoors,5:30
Wild King.
6:00 60 Minutes
3:00 Football
5:00
Lassie
Swiss Fern.
6:00
7:00 Cher
5:30 News
5:30 Wild King7:006 Mil. $ Man
8:00 KO*
8:00W. Disney
6:00 Swiss Fem.
8:00 movie
7:00 Lost Horizon 9:00 Brook
7:006 Mit $ Mon
10:00 Kotler
10.00 News
10:00 News Bea
8:00 Movie
10:30 Wrestling
1046 Wagon Tr.
10:30 Movies
10:00 News
11:30 tBA
12:15 News
10:15 Movie
12:30 New Life
1:00 Issues
1:31) News
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6:00 Sunrise
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7:30 Jubilee
8:00 C. Tipton
8:30 J. Robison
9:00 Good News
9:300. Roberts
10:00 Tony & Susan
10:30 Face Nation
11:00 R. Skinner
11:30 Forobell
3:00 Whet's Line
3:33 T.E.A.
4:00 Holt ywood
5:30 News
6:0060 Minutes
7:00 Cher
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10:00 News
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DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY Daytime Scheddle Does Not Change
KFVS-12

WPSD-6

WSIL-3

WTVF-5

WNGE-2

lbw
7:00 Good Morn.
6:00 Am Orreries
6:15 Monday
6:00 Sun. Sem.
7:00 Bozo
Montage
9:00 J. LaLanne
6:30 Breakfast
8:00 Zoo Revue
9:3)Zoo Revue
6:45 Pastor Spks. 7:00 News
10:00 M. • Consul. 8:33 Jeannie
7:00 Today Sh.
8:00 cam. Kang.
9:00 M. Douglas
T - Insight
9:00 Romper Rm.
10:00 Edge/Night
W - This Life
9:00 Price Is Right
9:25 Calendar
10:30 Happy Days
•
Th
Heart
Sac.
9:30 Wheel Fort. 10:00 Gambit
F - Journey
11:00 News
10:00 High Roll.
10:30 Love Life
10:30 Happy Days 11:30 All Child.
10:30 Hol. Squ.
10:56 News
12:00 Ryan's Hope
11:00 Marble
11:00 Young Rest. 11:00 Showoffs
12:30 Make Dist
11:30 Jackpot
11:30 Seerch Tom 11:30 All Child.
11:55 News
12:00 Farm Picture 12:00 Ryans Hope 1:00 $10,000 Pyr.
1:30 Rhyme/Rag.
12:30 Make Deal
12:00 News Beat
12:06 News
12:30 Dews Lives 12:30 World Turns 1:00 $10,000 Pyr. 2:00 Gen. Hosp.
2:30 One Life
1:30 Rhyme/Reiss
1:30 Doctors
1:30 Guiding Light
3:00 A. Griffith
2:00 Gen. Hosp.
2:00 All In Family
2:00 Anoth. Min.
'3:30 Gm. Acres
2:30 One Life
3:00 Somerset
2:30 Match Game
3:00 You Don't Sey 4:00 Big Valley
3:30 Gilligan
3:00 Tattletales
6:00 News
3:30 M-Th
4::-/U Dragnet
3:30 Bewitched
5:30 News
MGM Thee
%
413 I ronside
4:00 Hogan's Heroes , F-Chartie Ch
6:00 Concentration
5- 33 News
4:30 Mickey MOM 4:00 F-Music City
6:00 News Bea
5:00 Tell Truth
4:30 F-Soul Train
NOTE
6:30 News
4:00 Friday
Ironside
5:00 Friday
Montage

k
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5:16 C. Journal
5:30 C. Tipton
6:00 News
7:00 Bob Hynes
7:66 Dorinda
8:00 Capt. Kant/9:00 Price Is Right
9:30 Tattletales
10:00 Gambit
10:30 Love Life
11:00 Restless
11:30 Search Tom.
12:00 Sing. Cony.
12:20 Weather
-12:25 News
12:30 World Turns
1'30 Guiding Light
2 00 All In Family
2:30 Match Game
3:00 Gomer Pyle
3:30 Gilligan
4:00 Big Show
5:25 Weather
5:30 News
6:00 News 1
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TV GUIDE MONDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 29, 1975 SCHEDULE
KFVS-12
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6:30 Treas. Hunt
7:00 Rhoda
7:30 Phyllis
800 All/Fam.
8:30 Maude
900 Med. Cent.
10:00 News
10:30 Movie
12:30 News

6:30 Pqp Goes
7:00 Movie
10:00 News Beat
10:30 Tonight
12:00 Tomorrow

WSft-3

-....-

WNGE-2

6:30 Hot Squar.
7:00 Mobite One
8:00 Gator Bowl
11:00 Ma, Imp.
12:00 PTL Club

5:30 C. Pete
5:55 Weather
6:00 Cisco Kid
6:30 News
7:00 Mobile
8:00 Football
11:00 News
11 30 Film
12:00 News

WTVF-5

i

.

6:30 Tell Truth
7:00 Rhoda
7:30 Phyllis
8:00 All/Family
8:30 Maude
9:00 Med. Cent,
10:00 News
10.30 Hawaii 5-0
11:30 Movie

111 GUIDE TUESDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 30, 1975 SCHEDULE
KFVS-12

WPS0-6

_ •

630 Make Deal
700 Movin' On
8.00 Po l. Woman
900 J. Forester
10:00 News Beat
10:30 Ky Notre D

6:30 Name Tuna
7:00 Good Times
7.30 Joe Sons
8-.90 MASH
8:30 One Day
9:00 Switch
10:00 Reports
10:30 Movie
12:30 NOW.

WSIL-3

WNGE-2
-4

5:30 C. Pete
5:55 Weather
6:00 Lassie
6:30 News
7:00 Happy Days
7:30 Konen8:00 Rookies
9:00 Welby
10:00 Nom
10- 30 World Ent.

-

6:30 Trees. Hunt
700 Happy pert
730 B. Vinton
8:00 Rookies
9:00 Welbv
10:00 Adam 12
10:30 Movie
12 30 PT L Club

WTVP-5

•

6 30 Tell Truth
7 00 Good Times
7:30 Joe/Sons
8:00 MASH
8:30 One Day
9:00 Christ. Love
10:00 News
10:30 P. Mason
11.30 Movie

TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 31, 1975 SCHEDULE
KFVS-12

WPSD-6
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The effects of World War I on the Bellamy household
form the basis of thirteen new episodes of MASTERPIECE THEATRE's "Upstairs, Downstairs" beginning
Sunday, January 4, at 9 p.m. (EST), 8 p.m. (CST)
on Kentucky Educational Television.

6:30 Nash. Music
7 00 Orange Bowl
8:30 Petrocelli
9:30 Wife Next
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight
12:00 Tomorrow

6:30 Price Right
7:001. Orlando
8:00 Cannon
9:00 Blue Knight
10:00 Reports
10:30 Lombardo
12:308. Graham
1 :00 News

WNGE-2

WSIL-3
5:30 C. Pete
5:55 Weather
6-00 News
6:30 Sugar Bowl
9:30 Chem
1000 News
10:30 World Ent.
1200 News

INTVF-5

6:30 Sugar Bowl
9:30 C. Camera
10:00 Adam 12
10:30 Movie
1230 PT L Club

,

6:30 Tell Truth
7:00 T. Orlando
800 Cannon
9:00 Blue Knight
TO:130 News
10:30 Takes Truer
11:30 Rodtin Eve
1:00 PTL Club
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TV GUIDE THURSDAY EVENING, JANUARY 1, 1976 SCHEDULE
WPSD-6
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Talk to the
!Mega; Listener.

KFVS-12

6:30 Wild Anirn.
7:00 Mittens
8:00 Hawaii 5-0
9.00 B. Jones
10 00 Reports
10:30 Movie
12- 30 News

6:45 Orange Bowl
1000 News Beat
1030 Tonight
12.00 Tomorrow

WSIL-3
530 C. Pete
5:55 Weather
6:00 Lassie
6:30 Neva
7:008 Miller
7:30 On Rocks
8:00 Sts. Son Fran
9:00 Harry 0
10.00 News
10:30 World Ent.

..-

WNGE-2

6 30 Name Tune
7.00 B. Miller
7. 30 On Rocks
8:00 Sts. San Fran.
9:00 Harry 0
10:00 Adam 12
1030 Movie
12:30 PT L Club

WTVF-5

.4

.

6,30 Tell Truth
7:00 Walton,
800 Movie
10:00 News
1030 I ronper
11 30 Movie
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Kentucky Educational Television presents a Christmas
tradition, Tchaikovsky's "The Nutcracker," complete
with children, dolls, toy soldiers, and the Sugar
Plum Fairy Saturday, December 27, at 8:30 p.m.
(EST) 7:30 p.m.(CST).

CL
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6:30 Sunrise
7:00 Pebble
7:30 Bugs Bun.
8:30 Scooby
9:00 Shorten
/0:00 Far Out
10:30 Ghost Bus11:00 Dinosaurs
11:30 Fat Abort
12:00 Film Fee.
1:00 Fun City
1:30 Corner Pyle
2:00 Movie
4:30 P. Mason
5:30 News
6:00 Hee Hay,
7:00 Jeffersons
7:30 Dec
8:00 M.T. Moore
8:30 B. Newhart
9:00 C. Burnett
10:00 Neva
10:30 Ironside
11:30 C. Perry
12:00 Theatre
1.:30 Late Show

CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT begins its second
season with guest star Alex Karras. In a sketch that
illustrates how to file suit in a small claims action,
Karras consults a clerk (Dave Landsberg) on procedures. Be sure to watch "See You in Court" on
CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT, Tuesday, January 6,
at 8:30 p.m. (EST), 7:30 p.m. (CST) on Kentucky
Educational Television(KV.).

KFVS-12

WPSD-6

6:308. Owens
6 30 C. Camera
.7 00 Movie
7 00 Sanford
9:00 Reports
7:30 Chico
10:00 Reports
800 Rock ford
10:30 Movie
9:00 Pol. Story
10:00 News Beat 12:30 News
1030 Tonight .
12-00 Mid. SPect
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VVSIL-3

WNGE-2

WTVF-5
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5:33 C. Pete
8:30 Hot Squaw,
5:55 Weather
700 B. Coast
6:00 Cisco Kid
8:00 Movie
1000 Aden 12
6:30 News
7.00 Barbary Coen 10:30 Movie
12:30 PT L Club
- 8:00 Movie
1000 News
,
10:30 World Ent.
1200 Movie
'1:3) Nevn
,

6- 30 Tell Truth
7:00 Migration
8:00 G.E. Theatre
10:00 Neva
10:30 troop/1e
1 30 Movie
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By BILL HENDRICK
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Truett Ricks rested a long
black flashlight on the ,dish of
his dark blue plymoutb, pointing it at westbound traffic on
Interstate 64.
"Listen," he said softly.
"'They'll think it's radar. They
tignk anything's radar."
In a few seconds, he'd proved
his point.
"We got a bear in a plain
blue wrapped at the five-three
marker," said a voice over the
aliens Band radio on the front
Jost beside Ricks.
"Looks like a bear taking pictures," echoed another CB operator.
Ricks, the "Big Bear" among
Kentucky State Police, was demonstrating to a reporter how
truck drivers and others are using CBs more and more these
days to help each other avoid
speeding tickets.
And it works, Ricks commented, sniffing.
Although the number of traffic citations issued to speeders

law
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has increased dramatically in
the past year, fewer truckers
are being caught.
Nearly all of them have CB
radios, and they keep up a constant running chatter on their
trips, alerting fellow drivers
whenever a "Srnokey" or a
"Bear" or a "County Mountie"
is sighted.
Although the truckers are
trying to thwart the law by
slowing down when they think
they're near a "Bear taking
pictures," actually, there mere
mention of one makes drivers
slow down for miles, said
Ricks, commissioner of Kentucky's 1,000-man State Police
force.
"The only bad'thing I see in
this is that when they get an
'all dean'they push their speed
right back up again," he said.
"I don't think they create a
hazard, but they do keep truckers from getting some tickets."
On this particular day, scores
of trucks were heading west,
toward Louisville, and besides
warning each other about
"Bear" locations they were
passing along holiday greetings.
Ricks said not all state troopers have CBs in their cars, but
they can if they want to. Eventually, he said, CBs may be
standard equipment for State
Police.
Not only do the truckers keep
each other posted on "the
Smokey situation," Ricks said,
but they also pass along information that is useful to police
and helpful to fellow drivers.
"They are good sometimes
for safety," Ricks said. "Last
night when I was driving home
I heard a trucker identify an
obvious DWI (driving while intoxicated) and he was telling
where he (the drunken driver)

use those to it.e.,,ufy their locations.
Ricks said a few years ago
not many vehicles had CBs, but
that after the nationwide truckers strike of 1975, the number
Increased dramatically.
CB operators, particularly
truckers, have invented a language all their own.
To those unfamiliar with the

Women Profs
'Inch' Upward
STANFORD,Calif.(AP) — A
national survey,by Profs. Everett C. Ladd Jr. of the University of Connecticut-Storrs and
Seymour Martin Upset of Stanford University, shows the proportion of women among American college and university professors has inched upward to 21
per cent.
The survey disclosed women
composed 19 per cent of the
professoriate in 1969 and 10 per
cent in 1973.
Nearly one-third ,ci(‘ all, fulltime faculty under'age 1) are
women, but as a group.,women
occupy very much the same
status as they did in 1969.
They spend more time teaching than men; they earn less
than men; they publish less;
exhibit less interest in research; receive less support for
research, and they show a
"striking pattern of segregation" in terms of their rank,
where they teach and what
they teach.

terms, a ride down a
might sound like a trip
a wildlife refuge narrated try
game warden.
For example, there are other
expressions than "Bear" or
"Smokey" to identify law enforcement officers.
A local yokel or local smokey
Is a local city policeman. A
county mountie is a county policeman. A Tijuana taxi is a
marked police car. A plain
wrapper is an unmarked police
A bear's den is a police station. A chicken coop is a weigh
station. A picture taker is a
state trooper with radar.
Green stamps are what you'll
pay if you don't slow down
after being warned about a
bear.
A bear in the air is what truckers deem to be a speed trap
that uses aircraft.
A truck is an 18 wheeler.
Drop the hammer means speed
up, it's all clear. Ten-four
means message received. Big
10-4 means "did you say a
mouthful."
U you've got "ears," that
means you've got a CB radio.
The expressions are endless

FOR YOUR SHOPPING
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MISSION IN ARKANSAS
STARTED A SCHOOL
RUSSELLVILLE, Ark. (AP)
— The first school in Arkansas
was established in 1820 at
Dwight Mission. The site is
near present-day Rusaellville.
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Senior Master Sergeant Bobby G.Steele iS presented the U.
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'
Colonel David B. UnderwOod, commander of the 4552nd I
Airborne Warning and Control Squadron.
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Pork benches and rocking choirs
come cheap. But on exciting, worthwhile retirement takes money.
Nothing piles up a retirement fund
for self-employed people faster
than Individual Retirement Accounts. You con put away up top 15%
of your annual income or $1500 . .
and deduct that amount on your

federal Income Tax returns. The interest you earn each year is also
tax-deductible until you retire. If it
sounds too good to be true, come in
today and let's discuss it. You'll soon
see that individual Retirement Accounts are a great way to fund your
retirement.
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Continued From Page 11)
"This Smokey's on the move,
in a blue wrapper," the
he's
and the vocabulary is growing.
During a recent trip with trucker we passed warned
Ricks, this reporter heard some again.
"He ain't got no uniform on,"
of the new terms.
trucker radioed, referring
the
pisa
with
Smokey
a
"We got
tol," one trucker said, referring to Ricks. "One old boy has a
to a trooper with a radar unit, pad," he added, referring to
or as another called it, "a Ko- this reporter.
"They might be insurance indak."
or something. He's
vestigators
the
has
"A west bound Bear
hammer down," one reported. got ears on but I don't know
That meant a state trooper what he is."
We passed another truck, and
was accelerating full speed.
On this day, there happened that driver agreed.
to be an unusual numt er of 'ibey'ye got to be insurance
"Bears" on the roads — at investigators or something," he
least that's what it sounded said.
He noticed the CB antenna on
like.
car, but the commissionRicks'
Bears
wall
to
wall
got
"We
out here today," one trucker er did not answer their calls.
He said officers seldom talk to
said.
"We got a plain blue wrapper the CBers, but just listen.
"Have a nice day Mr.
coming up on your tail," anothanother driver radioSmokey,"
hamthe
er said as Ricks put
mer down and pulled up behind ed as we passed his huge rig.
He apparently hadn't bought
a truck.
"Ricks passed the vehicle, the "insurance investigator"
theory.
and the driver radioed ahead.
"He's doing a lot of writing.
"We got a bear right in our
front door," he said. "One It's a smokum-up Bear for
Smokey in that dark blue wrap- sure."
per was doing a lot of writing." Then he changed his mind.
Another called back: "Don't
"I think his hair's too long to
give them any of those Christ- be a Smokey," he said, refermas green stamps," referring ring again to the reporter. "But
to money.
I'm gonna play it safe and run

down on the monotony of a kw*
trip and gives the drivel something to concentrate
other than that long white line
five-five. I'd rather be safe° And police are finding tha:
truckers are more than willir4
than sorry."
to help them enforce the law
argument
In addition to the
Ricks said truckers aler•
that the CBs save truckers
colleagues to traffic slov,
their
there
citations,
from speeding
are other reasons they've be- downs, warn of apgionching
come popular and are selling ambulances, and report when
they spot wrong way drivers or
like hot cakes.
drivers
Some argue that the conver- reckless or intoxicated
In
Missouri,
Ricks
State
said,
cuts
sation allowed by the CBs

Local Brothers
Now Serving In
Armed Forces
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Gregory D. Clark and Lynn
William Clark, sons of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Clark of Murray
Route Four, are serving in the
Armed Forces.
Lynn is serving on the USS
Robert E. Lee, nuclear powered
submarine, home based at
Hawaii, and will leave
December 21 for a leave with
his parents here. He enlisted in
the service in October 1970. He
is a graduate of Calloway
County High School and attended Murray State for one
year.
Gregory is now taking his
basic training with the U. S.
Marines at Parris Island, S. C.,
after enlisting in the service on
November 24. He is a 1975
graduate of Murray High
School.

Allen Rose Passes
Real Estate Exam
Allen B. Rose of Calloway
County is one of eleven Western
Kentucky residents to have
passed the Kentucky Real
Estate Examination and been
granted either broker or agent
licenses.
Salesman Applicants include
Rose of Calloway, Gerald
Easley and Anne Higgins of
Graves County, John Denton,
Sr., Mary Denton, Burton
Robbins, and Denies Sloan, all
of McCracken County.
Broker Applicants include
Rex Alexander of Graves
County, Sharon Belt of
Livingston County, and Emmett
Gossett and Jo Ann Yates, both
of McCracken County.

Police are convinced that having the CDs in cars of troopers
Are a boon to limy enforcement.
Ricks' expLanatkm was interrupted by another traffic report, when be turned off the interstate onto a ramp.
•'Looks like that plain blue
wrapper is gonna do a flip
flop," a trucker said.
He thought Ricks was going
to head back from the war he'd
come.
That's juet what Ricks want-

ed him to think, but the trick
didn't work
"He's coming back as the
westbound," another trucker
reported. "He didn't flip."
"It's amazing," Ricks said,
laughing, "how they do this.
They never lose sight of us."
When Ricks did "flip" to
head back to Frankfort, that
maneuver didn't go unnoticed
either.
"He's gonna flip, you better
watch him," another trucker

"Thank you, that's a good report," said a second trucker.
"That doesn't sound like a
good report to me at all," a
third said.
If you're the new owner of a
CB, don't be alarmed if you
don't understand the language
at first.
But if someone tells you to
"keep the shiny side up and the
dirty side down," that means
he cares. That means be careful and don't have an accident.

said to no one specifically.
Another trooper parked in the
median, and he was spotted
quickly.
"A Smokey's going into the
median, and he's taking pictures. He's setting up shop."
Before Ricks turned off the
CB, this report was heard.
"We got all kinds of Bears,
plain blue wrappers, plain
white wrappers, all kinds, cowltie mounties—be careful," one
said.
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Babson Forecasts Further Economic Progress For 1976
(Continued from Page 1)
sustained near that top level for almost a
year owing to the scramble for inventories. Finally, however, the
stagnation in consumer demand forced a
drastic liquidation of surplus stocks during
the second half of 1974 and triggered the
nosedive in production. In the six months
encompassing the final quarter of 1974 and
the first quarter of 1975, the economy was
battered by an awesome sequence of
events: Production curtailmenti, shortened workweeks, employe layoffs, and
plant closings. But since the upturn last
May, the Federal Reserve Index of
Industrial Production has advanced
steadily and somewhat more steeply than
was thought likely a year ago.
What with the gathering momentum of
the fledgling recovery phase, 1976 makes
its debut enjoying a brisk pace of factory
operations. While the strength is not
evenly speed across the industrial spectrum, the cyclical advance of automobile
output and the more positive signs in the
long-subdued home building sector are
optimistic. Consumer demand for apparel,
appliances, and home furnishings is also
contributing to the industrial improvement. So even with allowances for
possible strike interruptions, it now looks
as if 1976 can manifest an overall upward
trend, although factory production may
not exceed the close-to-3 per cent longterm growth rate of the economy. Year-toyear comparisons are likely to be most
impressive during the first four months
since corresponding 1975 figures were in
the cyclical trough of the recession.
Thereafter, gains will narrow even as
factory operations continue to make
progress—ex strikes. This may not seem
impressive, but a predominantly upward
trend at approximately the rate of the
nation's basic growth is surely far more
acceptable than the adverse experiences
suffered in parts of the past two years.
Business Capital Spending
A more ambitious projection of both the
real GNP and industrial production is not
warranted at this time since business
capital expenditures for the expansion of

it difproductive capacity are likely to remain proceeds. Profit margins will find
higher
the
with
along
up
ficult
move
to
limited. Such spending, particularly when
level of sales in the second half of the year
superimposed upon powerful consumer since the cost squeeze will tighten and
demand and aggressive inventory ac- interest rates will likely be on the upswing
cumulation, is a prerequisite for a again. The widest year-to-year gains will
business surge of boom proportions be chalked up in early months of 1976
because it takes this type of activity to hike because the comparisons will be made
demand sharply for manpower and with the recession lows in profits. Also,the
materials. But there is still a sizable business advance svill still be in that stage
amount of productive potential in where productivity improvements, inAmerican industry either underutilized or creased use of idle facilities, and strict
idle. Until the impetus of full-scale cost controls will help to provide favorable
production is felt and business confidence profits. In an effort to speed up the
is again running strong, it is unlikely Unit economy as an antidote to the high level of
budgets for capital investments will be unemployment, itis a reasonable bet that
liberalized to any appreciable extent. This the federal corporate tax structure will be
may apply especially to 1976 inasmuch as kept as it was in 1975. Any broad sweeps of
the high level of factory operations will the threatened tax reform will not take
doubtless be reached in the second half place in 1976 although there are likely to be
when profit margins will feel increasing hikes in levies by some states and
pressure and the monetary climate may municipalities.
well present a considerably less expansive
posture.
Possible Labor Pitfalls
True, political overtones will be strong
in much of the new year, and there may
well be a push for business capital expenditure incentives. Capital spending
policies, however, are not likely to anticipate any such favorable legislation but
rather to wait and see. The total of capital
spending in 1976 may top that of 1975, but
the edge should be small and contain a
substantial inflationary content. It should
be noted, too, that many such outlays will
be for compliance with environmental
improvement regulations rather than for
raising production. So, this aspect of
economic activity in 1976 should prove to
be more of a sustainer of business than an
upthruster.
Corporate Profits
Corporate profits in 1975 did better than
had been anticipated because of the
unexpectedly sharp and early business
recovery and the decline in some raw
materials costs. With the prospect of even
further advances in business during the
new year, corporate profits after taxes
could well run 20 per cent above the 1975
levels. Most of the gains are likely Co occur
early in the year, however, as the bite of
costs will tend to deepen as the year

1976 will be a busy year for new labor
contract negotiations. In fact, parleys are
scheduled to hammer out fresh labor
agreements virtually from the beginning
through to the very end of the year. Among
the talks will be those involving workers in
clothing, electrical machinery, construction, and retailing. But the most
crucial for the economy as a whole will be
in trucking and automotive production.
Both these lines have far-reaching effects
on the economy, and they are also rated as
pattern setters for other bargaining
sessions in 1976 and subsequent years.
While some labor observers express
hope that depleted war chests of labor
groups and flattened pocketbooks of
workers because of the recession and
inflation may discourage long and bitter
walkouts, this is by no means certain.
Labor representatives cite the costly spurt
in living costs since the last contracts were
signed, and they seek not only compensatory wage hikes but also raises in
anticipation of further inflation. Demands
of union leaders will, moreover, be
heightened because of a healthier business
climate along with the issuance of good
corporate profits reports.
But managements will be mindful of
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Bidding and Construed=
After a sharp two-year slump during
which the seasonally adjusted annual rate
of private housing starts tumbled from 2.5
million units to somewhat less than 1
million units, an improvement in MOON
tgage credit supplies spawned an upturn
fgr home building in 1975. But even when
the full year's total is tallied, it will be well
below the 1972 record and even less than
the poorest showing of recent years.
Babson's forecasts new housing starts of
some 1.3 million units in 1976.
Nonresidential construction will also
improve steadily, but the gains will not be
substantial construction will also improve
steadily, but the gains will not be substantial and will lend business only mild
support.
FarmProspects
1975 was a fine year for agricultural
output, but farmers did not fare well in
terms of income. High operating costs and
the embargo on grain exports held net
farm income far below expectations
relative to the bumper 1975 crop. There
will be a good carryover of key harvests
for 1976, although with the worldwide food
shortages weather conditions will be
crucial in the coming env year. Better
fertilizer supplies and costs, however,
augur well for 1976 totals.
Wages And Prices
The expected advance in business for the
year ahead will mean gains in pay rates,
employment, and the length of the workweek. So, 1976 consumers' earned income
should post sizable increases which, in
turn, will stimulate consumer confidence
and demand.
While price increases have been a
matter of deep concern this past year, the
impact was far less burdensome than in
1974. Markdowns to spur consumer
demand and lower costs for some key raw
materials helped restrain the overall price
advance. 1976 will not be as fortunate,
however, as the business uptrend will
inevitably bring a firm-to-higher price
pattern. With new wage boosts in labor
contracts, there will be added price
pressures. Any imperilment of 1976 crops
could move prices sharply higher, and
lurking in the background also is the threat
of new hikes in the price of OPEC oil.
Election Year Considerations
Political campaigns will have a definite
effect on the economy during the new year,
since all aspirants will focus mainly on
economic problems. The Administration
will devote most of its attention to
alleviating the plight of the jobless as well
as the farmers. Of course, the power
struggle on the Hill will continue.
Potential Dangers On Foreign Scene
The Administration shows little inclination to cease its quest for detemte
with the Sovite Union or alter its calm
approach to the Middle East. However,
success in both objectives will remain in
the tenuous category in 1976. The SALT

talks have made little progress of late, and
civil strife in Lebanon and Angola may
impose new strains on Soviet-American
relations. Still, Babson's foresees no direct
conflict between the superpowers over the
year ahead.
In the realm of world trade, the outlook
is encouraging. True, gains in imports will
likely exceed those in exports. But
American business can benefit from the
currently stronger dollar, and also from
the fact that the domestic rate of inflation
Is so much lower than that prevailing in
many other nations.
Interest Rates—blowy Supplies
Because of the worries over unemployment, it is unlikely that the monetary
authoriteies will change their current
policy during the better part of 1976.
Money and credit will be kept sufficient to
meet business needs and to accommodate
the Treasury's financings. Once inflationary forces regain the ascendancy,
however, the money supply may once
again be curtailed as an anti-inflation
move.
The Babson staff looks for short-term
money rates to hover near present levels
in the early part of 1976. With the approach
of spring there should be an upswing
continuing until late in the year, but the
high may not quite reach the 10 per cent
level. Since longer-term interest rates
have receded only modestly in 1975, they
will move up only a trifle in 1976. But with
the firming of homebuilding, mortgage
money can be expected to move upward
toward the 10 per cent mark.
Stock and Bond Outlook
Some easing of the New York City fiscal
crisis in the waning weeks of 1975 made it
possible for the stock market to wind up on
a constructive note. Hence, the early part
of 1976 should enjoy an optimistic climate.
Over the year as a whole, however, the
heavy labor agenda will keep investors on
edge, as will the fear of inflation. With
prospects favoring a good—but not a
lusty—business year, an upsurge in stock
prices vigorous enough to drive the Dow
Jones Industrial Average significantly
above the 1000 mark is unlikely. For the
same reasons—barring an adverse
development not now in evidence—the
DJIA is not likely to move materially
below the 800 level. At this juncture there
is a good supply of attractively priced
common stocks and convertible securities
for investors oriented toward the growth
and appreciation of their capital funds.
And many of these issues offer reasonably
rewarding yields. Investors who require a
high income that is also well protected
have a substantial selection of bonds and
preferred stocks from which to choose. In
recent years the emphasis of the investment freternity has shifted to quality
and value, with a healthy measure of income. This attitude is likely to persist in
1976, and individual investors would do
well to follow suit.
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their profit margins and put up sufficient
resistance to hold final wage settlements
In the 6 per cent-10 per cent range. Even
though raises will average less than union
leaders seek, there will be a persistent
push for such costly fringe concessions as
health and death insurance, shorter hours
with the same pay, more liberal vacations
and holidays, and other benefits.
Employment And Personal Income
The seasonally adjusted unemployment
rate, as a percentage of the total civilian
labor force, peaked at 9.2 per cent in midMay of 1975. Total employment slipped
only about 3 per cent on a seasonally adjusted basis. Both barometers were slow in
recovering, which was not unusual in view
of the fact that curtailed workweeks are
normally lengthened before additions are
made to work forces. In 1976, unemployment will continue to ease only
grudgingly and will do well to recede to the
7 per cent mark by year's end.
Employment, on the other hand,can climb
to new peak levels even without a sizable
public "make work" program. The
disparity between the jobless and the
employment sectors will be a reflection of
the expansion in the total labor force.
With the lengthening of workweeks and
the beefing up of staffs as the business
advance makes further headway, personal
income figures should make good reading
in 1976. Wage boosts will also help
materially. Overall, personal income
could gain as much as 12 per cent over that
of 1975, and disposable income should not
be far behind.
Consumer And Government Spending
Although inflation was a big factor in
turnover totals, consumer demand
responded to the betterment in economic
conditions and prospects over the past
year. With the outlook for business, employment, and personal income enjoying a
distinctly healthier tone (except for the
threat of labor disruptions), 1976 is expected to see more liberal spending on the
part of consumers. In current dollars,
consumer expenditures should cross the
trillion-dollar mark, but high prices will
temper the year-to-year improvement on a
unit volume basis. Such a large part of the
spending will be gobbled up by heitty
allocations for food, shelter, clothing, and
energy that there will be scant leeway for
lower priority segments.
Locked in by inflation and everexpanding social programs, public
spending at all government levels will
move higher in 1976. The federal government, particularly, is saddled with prior
-commitments. Hence, mounting pressures
for fiscal responsibility are not likely to do
than pare some appropriations, and
n e curtailment and postponement of
lavish- and low-priority items.
efore, another huge federal deficit
for calendar 1976, despite the
osSoderating influence of an increase in tax
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.0 NEW YEARS DAY

•Jumpin Jocks
•Windthrop
*Dexter
*Portage

Mins'-Womons -Childrons'

SHOES 8t BOOTS

ca.

Buy One Pair of Shoes at Regular Price
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FREE COFFEEALL DAY
(With Or Withour A Meal)
Calm Your Holiday Frazzled Nerves...
And Start The New Year With Something Free.
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Perkins Pancake & Steak House
US 641 North

FF

...Treating You Right Is What Its All About?
•••• ••

A

• • • Get the Second Pair
For Only ...

$1.00
SALE STARTS
Sat. Dec. 27th

— No Refunds or Exchanges on Sale Shoes
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Hazel Lodge No. 831
To Hold Called Meet
Hazel Lodge No. 831 Free and
Accepted Masons will have a
called meeting on Saturday,
December 27, at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Officers for the corning year
will be elected and all members
are urged to attend, according
to Bruce Wilson, Master of the
lodge.

Soviet SST Begins First
Regular Run Today
MOSCOW (AP)-The Soviet
supersonic jetliner began its
first regular mail and freight
service a day late today.
The TU144 flew from Moscow
to Alma Ate, the capital of the
Soviet republic of Kazakhstan
in central Asia. Moscow Radio
reported the plane made the 2,-
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050-mile flight in 119 minutes,
averaging more than 1,000
miles an hour, and flew at an
altitude of 57,000 feet.
Although Soviet officials say
the TU144 won't start flying
passengers until the second half
of 1976, a few Soviet journalists
made the flight today. Western
journalists were not allowed to
go.
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I'M 'TWINS TO CCYAE
MTN SOME KIND OF ITEM
I CAN 5E11. RIRIN6 THE
BrCEhrtVouAL,AND MAKE
A MILLION DOLLARS

6.,4•404

NEW YORK (AP) - Deborah Mackall took her 4-year-old
daughter and 2-year-old son to
do some last minute toy shopping on Christmas Eve at a
Queens department store. She
has not seen them since.
Police said Mrs. Mackall told
them she took the children,
Candy and Roden, to the store
shortly before 6 p.m. When
they arrived at the third-floor
toy department she told them
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LOST FEMALE Beagle
wearing red collar, in the
vicinity of Turkey Bay
and Land Between the
Lakes. Call 753-9518.

(AP Wirepholo)
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to wait because she wanted to
make the purchases alone so
they would be surprised on
Christmas.
However, she told police,
when she returned for the children about 10 minutes later
they were gone. She notified
store security guards and they
immediately began a search of
the building and the subway
area beneath.

witms-Fin
FRI. DEC.26TH
9:00-Education Speaks
9:15-Perception
10- Noon-AAasterwor ks Showcase
(M-F
12:30-Grammy Treasure Chest
.1-4-Midday Classics (M F
4 :00-All Things Considered (7
days a week)
5:30 Options (M-F
6:30-WKMS "91-3 News" (M-F)
7:9-From the Record Library
Forum:
9:00-Composer's
"Larry Widdoes"
SAT. DEC.27TH
9:15-China Magazine
9:30-Focus on Health
10:00-World of Music
Opera.
1:00-Metropolitan
"Hansel & Greta)"
s
Molecule
L
-Man
30
4
5 30-Jazz Revisited: "Baby
Won't You Please Come
Six recordings of the
cleamsseic".
6:10-Ky. Farm Bureau
6:30-8--From the Record Library
SUN. DEC. 211TH
8:00 Changed Lives with Ben
Haden
8:30-Clear Creek Country
's News Beh ind the
8:45-Gods
News
9-10-Sonata de Camera
10-Noon-Das Alte Werk
Noon-States of the Union
"Missouri"
1.2-Folk Music & Bernstein
2:00-E uropean Concert Halt: "A
Christmas
Bicentennial
Program."
4:30-Our Heritage, Our Hopes
5:00-The Goon Show : "The
Albert Memorial"
5:30-Voices in the Wind with
Oscar Brand
6:30.1-From the Record Library
York
8:00-Exxon -New
Philharmonic Concert: Pierre
s by
selection
Boulez conducts
Stravinsky, Druckman, L
Falls. Soloist is mezzosoprano Jan de Gaetani
MON. DEC.29TH
• 9;00-Roger Carroll
9:30-Overseas Mission
Noon -I-Easy Listening
5:30-Options in Education: Child
Abuse is discussed
7-9-From the Record Library
9:00--Folk Festival USA
TUES. DEC. 30TH
9:00-Music & the Spoken Word
9- 30--Here's to Veterans
Noon-Bach's Lunch
5.30-Options
7.8-Firing Line
8:00-NPR Recital Hall: Lydian
Chamber Players
WED. DEC.31ST
9:.00-Sigma Alpha Iota Musicale
9:30-National Town Meeting
12:30-Power I Me
5:30-Options
7-9-From the Record Library
9-10--Calloway Co. H. S. "Laker
Hour" (radio workshop)
THURS. JAN. 1ST
8:30-United Nations Perspective
8:45-Lawrence Welk
9:00-Earplay '75 Radio Theatre
Noon--Methodist Hour

The search both before and
after the store closed did not
turn up the children.
Instead of celebrating Christmas the way she planned, Mrs.
Mackall arrived at the store
Christmas morning to assist
state troopers who had been
asked to bring bloodhounds to
the store. The dogs picked up a
scent on a pillow but later lost
it.
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FOUND December 24 at
12th and Chestnut, four
months old puppy. Part
Collie, red collar. Phone
753-3994.
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MERRY CHRISTMAS
from Ezell Beauty School.
Will be closed 24, 25, 29,
30, 31 and January 1.

KINGS
DEN
-

Be! Air
Shopping
Center

-Regular worship services are
planned for the Hazel Church of
Christ this Sunday with the
regular minister, Don Riley% to
speak at both services.
"The Danger of Drift" will be
the morning topic with Scripture reading from Romans
10:21. The evening topic will be
"The Dimmer of Division" from
Acts 23:1-10.• Johnny •Stockdzile
will be making announcements
ad Joe Thompson will lead the WE LOOK INTO your
needs as well as at them.
singing.
NEEDLINE,753-6333.
All members are encouraged
few
next
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be
to
Wowweeks and to get acquainted
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FOR THE
selected to serve as leaders of
the eengregation, Bro. Riley
LEDGER 8, TIMES
said. They are as follows:
DEPARTMENTS
Elders: W. D. Lassiter, Gene
ARE
AS FLOWS
Grimes,
Barrow, and Dan
Deacons: John Morgan, Joe
News, Society and
Thompson, and Dewey Ealey.
Plans are to appoint these men
Sports
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formally on January 11, 1976.
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ed
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Hill
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Hold Meeting Saturday
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Office
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Free and Accepted Masons will
meet Saturday, December 27, at
6:30 p. m. for the election of
officers for 1976.
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The TU144 was originally
scheduled to go into service in
1970 or 1971. But production delays and the crash of one of the
planes at the 1973 Paris air
show delayed the timetable.

NOW DOES THIS LOOK ? IT'S
A DRAWING OF 66ORSE
ILASKIN6TON,BETS 055,HARRY
TRUMAN AND BILUE JEAN K1N6
PLAYING MIXED DOUBLES I

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
S. Times

1

Children Missing After Lost Shopping

amovv.aniumunium
Distr. by

A

The world's other supersonic
jetliner, the British-French
Concorde, is scheduled to begin
regular service on Jan. 21 between Paris and Rio de Janeiro
and between London and Bahrain. The Concordes will carry
passengers as well as mail and
freight.
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753-1441
Fire
Police..•4• • 753-1621
7534962.
Rescue
783-6232
AmbuDince
Hospital Emergency...
763-5131
Humane Society 753-4307
.
Comprehensive
7534622
Poison Control .753-7501
Senior Citizens .783-0929
Need Line, .783-NEED
Learn to Read..75.3-2288

753-7753

THE WEIGH-1N - Amell Beckman, left, and Orville Voeitz weigh a call named "Big Mouth,"
prior to slaughtering at Anoka, Minn. Beckman was given the calf a year ago by Voeltz after
Beckman protested the killing of calves by the National Farmers Organization because of dwindling profits in the beef market. Beckman said he lost money in raising the animal.
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The inaugural flight was
scheduled for Christmas Day,
but the newspaper Trud reported it was postponed because of
thick ice on the runway at
Alma Ata.

MEIN

If You
Need Them:

Mien yes mood swiss, eq

The SST is to make two
flights a week to Alma Ata.
There has been no indication
when foreign service will start,
but officials said that meanwhile experts will study the effects of the plane on the. environment, a key factor in the negotiation of future flight agreements with foreign governments.
Officials said the MoscowAlma Ala route was chosen for
the first flights because it is
over sparsely populated territory.
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"Cleaning Is
Ow Business"

LEVI
CLOTHING

LOST CHANGE purse with
money and class ring at
Bowling Lane, Friday 19,
1975. Call 753-2416.

6. Help

gol
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Wanted

WANTED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products.
Call 753-5550.
WANTED: HOSTESS for
homecare products party.
Earn cash or gift. Call
753-0034 between 6 and 7
p.m.

8. Storage Buildings
BUY 'FHE best for less.
Custom Built Portable
Hicks
Buildings,
Cemetery Road. Call 7530984.
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ADVERTISING
111D0 WELCOME
DEADLINES
ON ST. PAAARTEN
All display ads,
ST. MAARTEN,N.A.(AP)cla,ssified displays and
For travelers who don't like to Irn
regular display, must be
leave their pets at home, the
submitted by 12 noon,
Netherlands Antilles island of
before
day
the
St. Maarten offers a haven.
A vaccination and a note
publication.
from the vet are the only reAll reader classifieds
quirements for Fido. His masust be submitted by 4
te
ter needs no health certifica
p. m. the day before
but must show proof of citizenpublication.
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SHIELD OF SHELTER

For your
Life
Health
Home
Car
Farm
Business
ONE-STOP
SERVICE

3
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Ronnie Ross
210 E Moin
Phone 753-0489

ATTENTION FARMERS!
BALANCE YOUR EXPENSES AND INCOME.
BUY YOUR FERTILIZER & CHEMICALS NOW.
BE SURE TO HAVE WHAT YOU WANT WHEN YOU WANT IT.
If You Pay Now
tee NO price increase to
1. Hutson Chemical Company will guaran
date of delivery.
benefit of the cheaper
2. If Hutson lowers price you will get the
price.
r price Hutson will
3. If material is available anywhere at a cheape
refund money or meet the price.

FREE PROTECTION
MORE SERVICE - BETTER RESULTS
LOWER PRICES
BULK LOADING IL SPREADER SERVICE ANYTIME
Hrs. Mon -Fri.
7:00-3:00

by appointment

Closed New Tears Dey

;
,015
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40.
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HUTSON CHEMICAL CO.

Mvrroy, Ky.
Pb. SII8-753-1933
'YVONNE\
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11 Vacuum Cleaners

.4 A,4rit 10 fi,1

.753-1441
.753-1621
.7534953
.753-9332

WANTED CAMPER school
bus. Call after 4:00, 4362516.

.7534131
ty753-437
e
.7534622
.753-7586
.753-0929
53-NEED
.753-2238

Another View

49 Used Carc & Trucks

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery,
753-6760,
day or night.

15 Articles For Sale

FIREPLACE
CLEAN RUGS,like new,so
easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Be!
Air Shopping Center.

'corns
e and
ger

1972 970 CASE. 416 plow, 1
It, wheel disc, front end
loader with dozer blade.
Good condition. Call 4354429.

ALCOA
SIDING,
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 492-8647.

CARPETS a fright? Make
them a beautiful sight
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1.
Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."

LE Beagle
!oiler, in the
:sitrkey Bay
etween the
3-9518.

ONE KING size bed and
bedsprings. Call 7534695
after 6 p.m.

mber 24 at
Itnut, four
)uppy. Part •
illar. Phone

KIRBY Vacuum Sales and
Service, 500 Maple Street
rebuilt
New
and
vacuums. Call 753-0359. 24
Hour answering service.

• Unique. tidy "Silent Butler"
ash removal keeps house
cleaner

SOS 10%
Discount
ON

• Black or contemporary colors
-tor any decor

.41 purse with
lass ring at
Friday 19,
1416.

FREE TERMITE

ret1
:
1
:
11

• Available with legs or enclosed bass

INSPECTION

Hydraulic &
Engine Oil
Purchased in
30 mil. or 55
gal. drums

• Good Housekeeping Guarantee
COME IN FOR
FULL DETAILS

SEARS
KENMORE
washer and gas dryer,
gold tone, 2 years old,
$100.00 each or $175.00 for
both. Call 753-9845.

23 Exterminating

Avoid Costly
Homo Repairs

Kellsy's Termite

t

& Pest Control
100 south 13th Street

Limited
Time Offer

Aluminum Service Co.
Downtown Hazel 02-40547

Mee! Equipment

Flies, Raltoches•
Silver Fish & Shrubs

Phone 753-3914

753-3062
503 Walnut

111111

20 Sports Equipment

dEONE to
Products.

1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power.
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753=6 after 4.

)STESS for
ducts party.
r gift. Call
een 6 and 7

uildings

est for less.
ilt Portable
Hicks
i,
oad. Call 753-

With the now four-wheel drive International. Scout Traveler,
YOU con take all your camping gear with you. Feld down
the optional rear seat and you've got•big. 103 cubic..foor
cargo area. UntoodtnOs no hassle sitfier.Vrtdritni'onnvarrisnr
fingertip-lift
. The "big on the inside" new Scout
Traveler. Don't leave horn, without it.
Or, take most of your horns with you!
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So. 4th St.

Thurman

753-1372
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Friday
Dec. 26

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchasc
plan. Lonardo Piano
Company, acrots--from
Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray,
Kentucky.

Resolution
Sale

WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid
Saddle and Spur Trailet
Sales, Paducah. Call 4421918 or 4434228.
MOBILE HOMES and
spaces. Fox Meadows and
Coach Estates. Families
only. South 16th Street.
Gall 753-3855.

MARRIED COUPLE
would like to rent duplex
or house, two bedrooms,
No children. Call 753-2732.

32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED AND unfurnished apartments.
Two bedroom, call 7534331, Embassy Apartments.

e

,ar
irm
tiness

iVICE

MURRAY
MANOR
Apartments, one or two
bedroom,
unfurnished,
except
stove
and
refrigerator, water bill
paid. Central heat and air
conditioning. Call 7538668.

Ties 25%

lie Ross
E Main
753-0489

For
Rent

Top Coats

Casual
All-Weather

40% off

Nice, furnished
apartments to aecommodate 2, 3, 4
or 5 college girls.
Close to campus.
Also
small
3
bedroom furnished
house.

r.
ase to

ieaper

Call 753-5865 days or
753-5103 after 6:00
and on Sunday.

3ii will

Years Day

$11.
41111
aflie Problems (
Trudents
NoSt
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7
AR Plenty of Free Parking

llege
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Beside
Wolkiee's took
store

'w# "VirsirCirCfr

1

ONE AND 2 bedroom
apartment's, completely
furnishecL No utilities
furnished. One bedroom
apartment available now.
Two bedroom apartment 46. Homes For Sale
available Jan. I. Call Buel
/
2
Stalls, days 753-3474 or NEW 3 BEDROOM, 11
room,
bath,
den
or
dining
nights,753-3519.
garage, large living
room, built-in kitchen,
TWO BEDROOM duplex
utility room. Priced to
apartment, furnished or sell. Finances available,
unfurnished. Call 492- ready to move into, by
8225.
Graves and Calloway
County line, in Calloway
APART- County. Call 489-2715.
FURNISHED
MENT. One or two
bedrooMs. Zimmerman BY OWNER, large 3
Apartments.' South 16th
bedroom brick home at
1302 Kirkwood. Two
Street. MOW.
baths, family room with
34. Houses F.), Rent
fireplace, utility room,
central heat and air, 2 car
THREE BEDROOM home
carport, 10 x 60 patio with
on Cypress Bay. Furgas grill. Also brick utility
nished or unfurnished.
building with 2 car carCentral heat and air. Call
port. Call 753-0846, for
436-5519. le,
appointment.

NORTHWESTERN GOLF
Clubs, one complete set CHAIN LINK FENCE,
and bag. Graphit Driver.
30 day special. Four ft. 38 Pets Supplies
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
high installedv$1.50 per ft.
grain bed farm trailer. 2
SHOP.
Call after,5 p. m. for free POODLE
bicycles 26" 10 speed., estimates,
Profession) grooming.
Allstar Fence
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.
All breeds. Pine Point
Co., Paris, Tenn., 642-6492
Estates, Eagle Creek
or 642-8947.
Road, 1 mile from
22 Musical
FOR SALE MAJESTIC Buchanan Resort. Call
woodburning fireplaces. 901-642-8977
PIANO TURNING, repair
Aluminum Service Co.
and rebuilding, prompt
ADORABLE'. Pekingese
Call 492-8647.
service. Rebuilt pianos
AKC 5 months old. Fawn
for sale. Ben Dyer 15327. Mobile Home Sales
Call 753-2596.
8911.
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24. Miscellaneous

32. Apartments For Rent

DUE TO RECENT sales TWO INN BU1CKS and one
1965 Buick. $425.00 for all.
we need listings! We have
Call 753-7143.
clients wanting (1) three
bedrooms with dining
area (2) good tillable
and
acreage north of city. Call CARS BUFFED
Free
$15.00.
waxed.
now Wilson Real Estate,
pickup and delivery. Call
753-3263 or come by 206
753-2993.
South 4th-across from
post office.
1975 VEGA station wagon,
air, automatic, steel
radial tires, top carrier,
161,1 ACRES OF flat tillable
60,000 miles or 5 year
land on Highway 1828
warranty, 5 months old,
( Midway Road). Call 753save $1,200 and if ac7166.
ceptable credit pay $100
and assume $137 monthly
notes. For sale by original
ROBERTS REALTY
owner, Call 7534152 or
located on South 12th at
753-8849.
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales 1971 HORNET, automatic,
personnel to serve you
very good condition. Call
plus twenty years ex753-9217 after 5 p. m.
clusive real .estate experience. Call 753-1651 or :970 1-BIRD, full power
come by our office. We
and air. AM stereo and
like to talk REAL
tape. New radials. Call
ESTATE.
753-8161.

THE QUALIFIED personnel at Gay Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs Our time is'
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 7537724.

50, Campers

51 Serices Oft..eu

51. Services Offered

AWNING, CARPORTS, PLUMBING AND Electric,
patio covers and enodd jobs we like. All work
closures. Aluminum
guaranteed to please. Call
Service Co. Call 492-8647.
James Btu-keen. 474-2257.
CARPET CLEANING,
experienced., very
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5627 or 753-9618.

GENERAL BACKHOE
work. Gravel and top soil.
Call 43648% or 436-1306.

ELECTRICIAN available.
Reasonable rates. All
work guaranteed. Call
753-7488.

TREE TOPPED, firewood
for sale, garbage hauled.
Call 753-6477 anytime.

WILL CUT firewood by
hour or rick. Call 7534386.
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
FREE YEAR and half old
grey tiger striped male
CONTACT SHOLAR
cat. With unusual eyes.
Brothers for all your
Call 753-3994 evenings.
bulldoidng, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone PART COLLIE
puppies for
Aurora, 3544138 or 354Christmas. Call 753-6343.
8161 after 7 p.m.

CAMP-A-RAINA Sales, JOHN
HUTCHENS' SIX WEEK old puppies,
Coachman, Trail Star, Plumbing and Electric.
part Beagle, healthy and
Fold down, unique, Good No jobs too small Call
rolly-polly. Just in time
tis mile east 436-5642 early morning or
used trailers,,
for Christmas. Call 753of 68 and 641 intersection. late afternoon.
4307 after 4:30.
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
1. 1

WALLI DRU

51 Services Offered
ELECTRICAL
WIRING'
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-8641
or 753-7203.
JOHN
HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.

LAKELAND
CON.
STRUCTION. Backhoe
work in vacinity of 121
South and 94 South to New
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and
top soil
47. Motorcycles
delivered anywhere. Call
350 HONDA Completely Ross, 436-2505, open 7
customized. Call 753-6713 days a week.
between 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears seamless gutters
UM YAMAHA, 125 MX.
your
installed
per
Call 4364335 after 5:00
specifications. Call Larry
p.m.
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
1973 YAMAHA NUE 254
excellent running con- KIRBY CAREPT CARE dition. Call 753-9166 or 436
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
5370.
business, homes, and
institution, Rugs come
49 Used Cars & Trucks
clean by steam cleaning.
Free estimates. 24 hour
1973 CHARGER S. E.
answering service, 500
Broughm, all power and
Maple, 753-0359.
air. Low mileage. Extra
753-6564,
clean. Call
THREE BEDROOM brick,
1509 Clayshire Drive.
Carpet, stove, $19,500.
Call 753-0119.

START 4THE New Year
Authorized
with some land of your
own near Kentucky Lake. GREATER ROCKFORD
Buick Dealer
We have some very AUTO AUCTION, 1500
choice five acre tracts on Cars every month for
tor Calloway and
a black top road (Kirby auction. New modern
Jennings Trail) near facilities, Every WedMarshall County
Hamlin, Ky. These can be nesday at 1:00 p. m.
purchased with a low sharp. Easy to get to. One
lampkins Buick
down payment. John C. hour from Chicago and
expressway
and
next
to
Neubauer Real Estate 505
302 N. Main
Main Street. Murray, Ky. Rockford Airport. Fly in
drive
in..
Come
to
or
753-0101-7531 or 753-7116.
Benton, Ky.
Greater Rockford for
IN CIRCARA MA near Bel- friendly treatment and LAKELAND
CONAir Shopping Center. 3 fair honest dealing. Open
STRUCTION. Backhoe
days.
Jim
Clark
or
6
bedroom, 1"2 bath, brick
work in vacinity of 121
veneer home with central Sherry Rayn 815-968-6262.
South and 94 South to New
auction.
This
is
a
dealers
heat.
Central
gas
electric
Concord. Gravel, white
air, carpeting, beautifully
rock and top soil
decorated throughout. HMO CHEVROLET $75.00,
delivered anywhere. Call
Nicely landscaped yard. or best offer. 103 Clark
Ross, 436-2505, open 7
Street Call 753-3973
$32,500. Call 753-0380 for
days a week.
Craig
Ewing.
appointment. BOYDMAJORS
REAL
ROY RARMON'S CAR1969 FORD 351, excellent
ESTATE,105 N. 12th.
PENTER
SHOP.
Good
price.
gas mileage.
Professionals.
Building,
NICE AND NEAT 2 Call 753-2279.
remodeling,
repairing.
bedroom aluminum
Call 753-4124, South 4th
siding home in Murray, 1975 CHEVY VAN, black.
Street. Across from HiCall
753-8275
or
753-1568.
redecorated. electric,
Burger.
plumbing and
new
SHARP
1967
El
Camino.
electrical wiring, a good
MOBILE HOMES unCall 753-2486 or 489-2397.
buy at only $9,750, or
derpinned. Your choice of
check this out for a rental
color and materials. Call
property. Moffitt Realty 1971 LADY DRIVEN Vega
753-1873 after 5 p. m. or
Hatchback. Automatic,
Co., 206 South 12th., 753weekends.
good
condition.
$1,050.
3597.
1970 Valiant Duster, 6 CARPET INSTALLED.
cylinder, $750. Call 489$1.00 per yard. Any kind.
2595.
We guarantee to please.
Call David Mullinax, 4741969 CHEVROLET pickup. 2789.
1973 Ford pickup. 1973
Chevrolet pickup. Call WE WANT TO MAKE wer
474-2337.
basements dry. No
digging or pumping.
1918 CHEVY VAN, 6
Beaver water control
cylinder, automatic, 1975
succeeds where others
Ww Serico. Call 753-0963
fail. Guaranteed. Check
our
methods
with
41.174 MUSTANG II Ghia.
satisfied customers. For
' Power steering, air
free estimates contact
conditioning, automatic,
Morgan Construction go.,
excellent condition. Call
502-442-7026, Route 2, Box
753-9021 or 753-9924 after 4
490-A, Paducah, Ky.
p.m
42001

.
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4
900
REALTY CO.
For Complete Real Mee or Auction Service

BARGER REALTY - 247-2421
TERRY SHOEMAKER
AUCTIONEER - 436-5327

Realtor Fred Barber
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate

TAKING OVER A GI LOAN
VA loans are partially
For example, shifting the
guaranteed by the Veterans debt to the new owner
Adminiuration and hence, doesn't automatically erase
like FHA loant. involve less the seller's responsibility for
risk for the lenders than con- repayment Of the loan in
ventional loans and carry case of default. Out this can
lower interest rates Many
be arranged with lust a lit*
low-interest VA loans have
extra effort. In these matters,
been made with fittle or no it's wise to have the
which
payment
down
prolessional guidance of a
makes them real bargains to
Realtor.
assume when buying a
home financed in this manner
A veteran can now norII there is anything we can
mally transfer a GI loan with
do to he you in the field cif
no strings attached W the VA
real estate, please phone or
approves the new owner's
drop in at FURDOM &
credit and the new *WIMP,
THURMAN REAL ESTATE,
assumes the veteran's loan
407 Maple St., Murray
obligation.
Phone 733-4451. We're here
Bu there are legalities to
so help!
observe and pitfalls to avoid.
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Income Tax Forms To Be In Mail Soon

1
Deaths and Funiiiii
Mrs. Hamby Dies At Roy Howell Dies At
Nursing Home Here Local Hospital;
Final rites for Mrs. Margaret
Hamby, age 73, who died Rites Saturday
Ira Douthitt, a retired Church
of Christ minister and brother
of Mrs. William Grogan of
Murray, died Tuesday at seven
a.m. at the Central State
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
Bro. Douthitt was 84 years of
age and a resident of 1101
Caldwell Lane, Nashville.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Regga Douthitt, Nashville; two
sons, Ira Douthitt, Jr., of
Chattanooga, Tenn., and Earl
Ray Douthitt of Tulsa, Okla.;
one daughter, Mrs. Martha
Eichelberger of Chattanooga,
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.Grogan
of Murray and Mrs. Ethel
Lester of Waco, Texas; two
brothers, Boone Douthitt, Nashville, also a Church of Christ
minister, and Noah Douthitt of
Wingo; five grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
Thursday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Bro.
Boone Douthitt and Bro. Coy
Porter officiating. Burial was in
the Lebanon Church of Christ
Cemetery near Sedalia.

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Inman
The funeral for Mrs. Julia
Inman of 421 South Tenth
Street, Murray, is being held
today at one p. m. at the Union
Ridge United Methodist Church
with Bro. Heyward Roberts and
Bro. Cecil Bellew officiating.
Grandsons are serving as
pallbearers and burial will be in
the Union Ridge Cemetery with
the arrangements by the Linn
Funeral Home of Benton.
Mrs. Inman, age 83, died
Tuesday at 10:20 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Her husband, Zodie
Inman, died in 1942, and one
daughter, Mrs. Ruth Lee, died
in 1951.
Survivors are one son, Luther
three
Murray;
Inman,
daughters, Mrs. Ruby Janes,
Aurora, Mrs. Ludic Mathis,
Allen Park, Mich., and Mrs.
Ethel Letson, Clinton, Mich.;
one brother, Willie McNeely,
Benton Route Five; one sister,
Mrs. Narune Butler, Benton;
twelve grandchildren; twenty
great grandchildren.

Tuesday at the Westview
Nursing Home, Murray, were
held at the graveside at the
Hickman City cemetery on
Wednesday at two p. m. with
Rev. Edgar Siress officiating.
Pallbearers were Bob Sanger,
Dick Goalder, Austin Voorhees,
Jimmy Whipple, Fred Stokes,
E. D. Johnson, Henry White,
and M. B. Major. The Chaney
Funeral'Home, Hickman, was
in charge of the arrangements.
Mrs. Hamby was born in
Kentucky in August 1902 and
was the daughter of the late
David and Sarah Lee Walker.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Linda Ketchum
of New York City and one
brother, Ira Walker of St.
Petersburg, Fla.

Mrs. Ida L Colson
Dies Here; Funeral
To Be On Saturday
Mrs. Ida L. Colson of Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray, where
she had been a resident for a
short time, died Wednesday at
9:25 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was 90 years of age and
the wife of James F. Colson who
died in 1959. Born September 21,
1885, in McCracken County, she
was the daughter of the late
Thomas Pierce and Elizabeth
Jones Pierce. She was a
member of a Baptist Church.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Paul (Hazel Frances)
Brimer, Dunlap, Tenn.; two
sons, Frank Colson, Dunlap,
Tenn., and George E. Colson,
808 Bagwell, Murray, who is
associated with Triangle
Restaurant; five grandchildren
including David Colson who
plays the part of Bob Hughes on
the television drama, "As The
World Turns."
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at two p.m. at the
Oliger-Pearson Funeral Home,
Greenburg, Ind., where friends
may call after four p.m. today
(Friday). Burial will be in the
Roasburg Cemetery at New
Point, Ind. The BlalockColeman Funeral Home had
charge of local arrangements.

Vernea's has a imp section of

BICENTENNIAL
•BOOTS-BAGS•BELTS•SHIRTS
Handmade

*BAGS •BELTS

Selected Styles
IMP Mame

Leather Coats
lh Off
Scharf

Leather
Coats
3 off & more
1/

TN:41ERN
VERNONS

James Dismore, brother of
Mrs. Lydia Edmonds of
Murray, died Sunday in Detroit,
Robert Leroy(Roy)Howell of Mich. He was63 years
of age.
Fulton Route One died WedSurvivors include one son,
nesday at one a.m. at the William Dismore of
Paducah;
Murray-Calloway County two sisters, Mrs.
Edinonds of
Hospital where he had been a Murray and Mrs.
Myrtle Jones
patient since December 12 after of Fort Worth,
Texas; three
suffering injuries in an accident brothers, Jack
and Joe
at Tri City.
Dismore, Paducah, and George
Mr. Howell and his wife were Dismore,
Jr., Iuka; twee
injured when their truck
grandchildren.
collided with a semi at the l'ri
The funeral is being held
City intersection and both have
today at two p.m. at the chapel
been hospitalized since that of
the Smith Funeral Home,
time. His wife was dismissed
Sznithland, with Rev. Russell
from the hospital Wednesday.
Joiner officiating. Burial will
The deceased was 66 years of follow in the
Leonard Cemetery
age and was a retired farmer
in Marshall County.
having lived his entire life in the
Fulton area. He was a member
of the Wesley United Methodist
Church and the Masonic Lodge
at Clinton. Born June 29, 1909, in
Hickman County, he was the
Wilbert E. Haley, native of
son of the late John Wess Howell Calloway County, died this
and Allie Gynn Howell.
morning at 3:30 at the Patrick
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Henry Nursing Home, Newport
Hazel Bostick Howp11 Foltrin News, Va. He was 73 years of
Route One, to whom he had
age and was born February 28,
been married for forty-two
1902.
years; one son, David Howell,
Mr. Haley is survived by his
State
Murray
professor at
Mrs. Dollie Haley of
wife,
University, and three grandMurray; one daughter, Mrs.
children,Shelley, Leny,and Jay
Betty Peak, Newport News,
Howell, all of Murray; two
Va.; one son, Allen Haley,
sisters, Mrs. Delma Binford,
Pa.; one sister, Mrs.
Allentown,
Crutchfield, and Mrs. Sara
Armbruster, Clinton; one Jewel Parks, Murray.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
brother, Claude Howell, Fulton
Home of Murray will have
Route One.
charge of the funeral and burial
Funeral services will be held arrangements.
Saturday at 11:30 a.m. at the
chapel of the Hornbeak Funeral
Home, Fulton, with Rev. and
Mrs. Paul Peck officiating.
Burial will be in the Wesley
Cemetery.
The funeral for Lloyd
Masonic rites will be held
of New Concord was
Allbritten
p.m.
seven
tonight (Friday) at
at 2:30 p. m. at
Wednesday
held
at the funeral home where
J. H. Churchill
friends may call after five p.m. the chapel of the
Bro. John
with
Home
Funeral
today.
Dale and Bro. Don Riley officiating.
Joe Dick, Lock Montgomery,
Frank Montgomery, Dub
Russell, Graves Neale, and
Bradburn Hale surved as
pallbearers. Burial was in the
New Concord Cemetery.
Barney Thompson of Paris
Mr. Allbritten, former owner
Landing Inn died Thursday at of the Collegiate Inn, elpie
three p. m. at Henry County Tuesday at the MurrayGeneral Hospital, Paris, Tenn. Calloway County Hospital He is
He was 60 years of age and an survived by one niece. Mrs.
engineer.
Dickie Raspberry.
Mr. Thompson is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Mildred
McCuiston Thompson; two
Thompson,
Dale
sons,
Cassville, Ga., and Steven
Priem el Reda al Weal interest St no
Thompson, Paducah; his today
WOW le the Ledger & Times tiy
mother, Mrs. Lavinna Thom- I. 1d.Sham Co.are asloam:
pson, Paris, Tenn.; five sisters, Airco
17% -%
I% +14
Mrs. Modena Salmon, Fulton, Amer. Motors
II% me
Oil
Miss., Mrs. Betty Glispie, Aahland
SO% +%
A.T.& T.
41% +%
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Hamie Ford
Slike +%
lectors
Bennett, Finer, Tenn., Mrs. Gen.
IT% me
Gen. Ilre
No Sal
Lorene Williams and Mrs. Lera Geodricla
+%
•
36%
Watson, Buchandh, Tenn.; OM
II% +%
brother, Archie Lee Thompson,
Buchanan,Tenn.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at eleven a. m. at the
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Prices at sleek aimed hired at nom
Morticians, Paris, Tenn. Burial EDT,
toy, fintlehad
Itas Ledger &
will be in the Liberty Cemetery. Times by First of Whoa, Corp. of
follows.
as
are
Ifirray,
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

WASHINGTON(AP)— Along
with bills for Christmas purchases, Americans soon will receive another perennial piece of
year-end mall — their incometax forms.
The Postal Service says it
will begin delivering the forms
today to homes and businesses
around the country. The mailing of the IN million forms may
be the largest single mailing in
American history, the Postal
Service says.
In most cases, taxpayers
won't be able to fill out the
forms until next month, when

employers said out statements county limits and his state.
of earnings and withholdings.
The forms must be completed
and returned by April 15, 1976.
This year's tax form includes
several new items, including
those to list credits for personal
exemptions and earned income.
These additions were made
necessary by a tax law passed
this year.
The form also includes space
to fill in demographic information for the Census Bureau. The
census questions ask the taxpayer's city or town, whether
he lives within the corporate or

"The format leoks the same
this year. It will he rod, white
and blue again," a spokesman
for the Internal Revenue Service said.
The forms again will again
allow taxpayers to designate $1
to the presidential election
campaign fund.
New taxpayers, who will not
be receiving tax forms in the
mail, can obtain them at IRS
offices and at many banks and
post offices.
The Postal Service refused to
Its employes a day off to-

day, although President Ford
declared the day after Christmas a holiday for other federal
workers.
The Postal Service, which is
running up a deficit of nearly
$7 million per day, says it will
save $24 million by the action.
If Friday had been declared a
holiday for postal workers, the
additional $24 million would
have to have been paid in premiums for holiday work.
At the centers, the tax forms
will be sorted and distributed to
local post offices, the Postal
Service said.
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Lloyd Allbritten's
Funeral Held Here

Funeral Is Today
At Hazel Church
For Mrs. Osborn
The funeral services for
William Osborn are being held
today at two p. m. at the Hazel
United Methodist Church with
Dr. Billy Grey Hurt officiating.
Burial will be in the Hazel
the
with
Cemetery
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mr. Osborn, age 67, died
Tuesday at Clearwater,Fla.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Ouida Paschall
Osborn, Clearwater, Fla.; two
sons, Billy Osborn, St. Petersburg, Fla., and Larry Osborn,
Bradenton, Fla.; two sisters,
Mrs. Johnny Thompson,Dalton,
S. C., and Mrs. Guy Caldwell,
Memphis, Tenn.; two grandchildren.

2 For 1 Shoe Sale

U5 Homes
Kauhnan & Broad
Ponderosa Systems
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W R
ace
Texaco
Geerle
Pfizer
Jiro Walters
Klraah
Disney
Franklin Mint
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Wilbert E. Haley
Dies This Morning

Barney Thompson
Dies Thursday With
Rites On Saturday
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*RCA XL-100 Color Portable TVS*
$368
SAVE $70 ..15" Projecta
$438
SAVE $60...19" Anaheim
$548
SAVE $50...21" Cosmos
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*RCA XL-100 Console Color TVS*
SAVE $60 •..21" The Fairhaven(Walnut) .• •$548
$598
SAVE $60 •..21" The Leesburg (Maple)
SAVE $70 •..25" The Townsend (Walnut).. $588
SAVE $100...25" The Washington (Maple). $648
$648
SAVE $100...25" The Seville (Pecan)
SAVE $100...25" The Lexington (Pine)... $678
SAVE $100...25" The Pawtucket(Maple). $798
*RCA Console Stereos*
$198
SAVE $100... Mediterranean Style
canStyle
span Pecan
$228
SAVE $100. .Spanish
Model
$428
SAVE $100
*All Radios & Components
Drastically Reduced
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Wranglers Club Will
Have Supper & Dance
The Wranglers Riding Chib
will have a potluck supper on
Saturday, December 27, at 6:30
p.m. at the Carman Pavillion
across from the Calloway
County High School.
Drinks, plates, etc., will be
furnished by the club.
Following the supper a dance
will be held and everyone is
welcome, according to a clut
spokesman.

LIMITED TIME ONLY!

Ward-Elkins
Phone 753-1713

End Of The Year Clearance Sale

Buy One Pair at Regular,Price, Get A Second Pairliii
EXTRA BONUS — iox DIscovit On Al Shoes, Not 2 ter 1 $ok (This of" Ex*"Dec'30, 1t75)
This offer includes men's, women', and children's fall and winter shoes. You can mix them so bring the whole family
Many shoes come in late, you have loot seen. Rest out of regular stock.
An Sales Cask
No Refands
No Exchanges
No Layaways

STOCK
REDUCTION

STOCK
REDUCTION
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